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IN SICKNESS AND
IN HEALTH
WE DO.

• FAMILY MEDICINE

UNC Physicians Network (UNCPN) vows to provide

• PRIMARY CARE

exceptional health care for you and your loved ones.

• WOMEN’S HEALTH

With more than 35 conveniently located practices,

• SPECIALTY CARE

UNCPN makes finding a doctor easy. Whether it is

• PEDIATRICS

treatment for the common cold or a chronic condition,

• PREVENTIVE CARE

our care teams are dedicated to meeting your primary

• URGENT CARE

and specialty health care needs.

Visit us at uncpn.com to
find a doctor near you.

FIND US ON FACEBOOK! facebook.com/uncpn

uncpn.com

OYSTER PERPETUAL YACHT-MASTER II

rolex

oyster perpetual and yacht-master are ® trademarks.

ome in today
C
to arrange for your

free in home design
consultation.

2530 Walnut St. Cary 919-859-3707
6008 Glenwood Ave. 919-783- 6011
7900 Falls Of The Neuse. 919-846- 6529
www.la-z-boystore.com/raleigh

Now Open in Raleigh’s North Hills
4361 LASSITER AT NORTH HILLS AVENUE #105
also available at Kannon’s of Raleigh, Ashworth’s, and Nowell’s
petermillar.com

•

919.571.2727
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It’s one thing to own jewelry...
It’s another to have jewelry worth owning.®

Important Burma ruby with
diamonds in 18 karat yellow gold

Tanzanite, diamond and tsavorite garnet
bow ring in 18 karat yellow gold

Juli Leonard

EDITOR’S LETTER

39th
Anniversary

SALE
30-75%
OFF*

Oct 24 - Nov 30
*regular prices, excludes
consignment

919-489-8362

IT’S EASY TO ADOPT A SPIRIT OF THANKFULNESS WHEN YOU KEEP COMPANY WITH
people who live lives of gratitude. People who love what they do, appreciate
the opportunity, and work hard. People who meet setbacks with courage,
become stronger for them, and are happy for the chance to grow. They love
where they are, and what life offers. They give back. They have fun.
Some of that’s sure to rub off when you spend some time with the
people in our pages this month. From Shavlik Randolph (p. 64), whose journeyman success as a professional basketball player has been fueled as much
by a love of the game as it has by a love of practice – to 88-year-old Duane
Raver (p.85), whose appreciation of wildlife has inspired painters, conservationists, and art lovers alike. Thankful people have a knack of turning
crucible events into springboards: Singer Jeanne Jolly (p.72) found her own
music when life handed her heartbreak; Players Retreat (p.98) owner (and
former appreciative P.R. regular) Gus Gusler cemented the restaurant’s role
as Raleigh’s go-to spot after he rescued it from closing.
Other thankful folks inspire by example. Meredith Kittrell (p. 110) has
brought all kinds of women along to help others at Habitat for Humanity;
The Awesomettes (p. 48) could make the shyest homebody yearn for a baton
and some sequins.
Once you’re feeling good and thankful, get ready to share. We have
some amazing food stories and recipes this month to inspire a Thanksgiving celebration worth enjoying with friends and family. Kaitlyn Goalen
offers up her creative Oaxacan twist on turkey (p. 96); Rex Hospital chef
Ryan Conklin’s Irish rack of lamb and colcannon potatoes would be delicious any wintery night (p. 90); Kevin Barrett’s jaunty punch sounds like
the perfect antidote to holiday overload (p.102).
At WALTER, we’re thankful for you, our readers, and for the chance to
tell so many wonderful stories. Thank you all – and Happy Thanksgiving!

PERSIANCARPET.COM
5634 Durham-Chapel Hill Blvd.
Durham, NC
Corner I-40 and 15-501

Liza Roberts
Editor & General Manager
Editor@WalterMagazine.com

C O M P LET E Y OU R KI T C H EN E V E N T

The kitchen you’ve always wanted,
with the savings you never expected.
Purchase a combination of Sub-Zero and Wolf appliances now, and get up
to $7,000 worth of Wolf Gourmet products, from countertop appliances to
cookware. The “Complete Your Kitchen” offer is good through March 31, 2016.
For details, visit subzero-wolf.com/promotion

8411-107 Glenwood Avenue
Raleigh, NC 27612
919-783-7100

108 E. Chatham Street
Cary, NC 27511
919-467-6341

1201-J Raleigh Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27517
919-929-1590

4209 Lassiter Mill Rd., Ste. 130
Raleigh, NC 27609
919-600-6200

www.kandbgalleries.com

10700 US Hwy. 15-501
Southern Pines, NC 28387
910-692-2700

THANKFUL FOR: PINOT NOIR
Faire Steak & Seafood recently received the Wine Spectator
Magazine’s Award of Excellence. Their wine menu has been
carefully crafted by the in-house sommelier, Michael Tinley.
What will Michael be serving this Thanksgiving? “Pinot Noir… all
day! It is a perfect pairing with roasted turkey.” For more wine
knowledge, visit Michael at Faire in historic Cameron Village on
the corner of Clark Avenue and Oberlin Road. Visit all our
restaurants online at EschelonExperiences.com. Cheers!
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JUSTIN COOK, who photographed
Shavlik Randolph for this month’s WALTER
profile, focuses on a range of topics from
justice issues, marginalization, and memory in America to editorial and commercial
clients. You can find him on Instagram
sharing photos of his cats by searching
#sprickers. “It was a pleasure working
with Shavlik Randolph and his family this
summer to tell the tale of an ordinary guy
living an extraordinary life,” he says. “Shav
is in transition, and it was a fun challenge
to capture that feeling and show him as a
normal person.”

SCOTT ELLSWORTH is the author
of The Secret Game. His work has been
featured on the TODAY show, Good
Morning America, ABC News Nightline,
National Public Radio, and The American Experience. He currently lives with
his wife Betsy and their 13-year-old
twin sons Johnny and Will in Ann Arbor, where he teaches at the University
of Michigan. “It was a genuine thrill
for me to write about, for the first
time ever, North Carolina’s immense
contribution to the game of basketball,” he says.

MILLER TAYLOR, who photographed this
month’s Seen in Raleigh, is a photographer
and designer in Raleigh, where he earned
his Bachelor of Architecture from the College of Design at N.C. State. His personal
projects have ranged from photographic
explorations of the environmental and
political tensions found on North Carolina’s coast to documenting war veterans
returning to Vietnam. For this assignment,
“we selected a collection of fall produce inspired by early Thanksgiving celebrations,”
says Miller. “When not making images you
can regularly find me at the State Farmers Market, where I am always visually
inspired by our local crops.”

SETTLE MONROE, who writes about
Raleigh’s own basketball phenom,
Shavlik Randolph, is a Raleigh native
herself. “I was one of the many fans
cheering for Shavlik when he was
dominating the high school basketball
scene. It was such a treat to reconnect
with him and to hear about his inspiring journey,” says Monroe. Settle has
contributed to several online and print
publications. She teaches creative writing groups, workshops, and camps for
young writers. When she is not jotting
down sentences or planning lessons, she
can be found with her nose in a book or
constructing massive Lego mobiles with
her two young sons.

919-787-9073
Cameron Village Shopping Center • 437 Daniels St., Raleigh, NC 27605

ctweekendsforwomen.com

Fit to flatter.

any age and any figure.
®
MONTRÉAL

From capris to boot cuts,
skinnies, flares and straights,
you'll find your perfect fit.
Please visit CT Weekends in Raleigh
to see the latest from Lisette L Montreal
or visit our Store Locator at www.lisettel.com
to find your fine local Lisette L Montreal Retailer.

Model is wearing
Pants: style #4944, Top: style #104305
©2015 Lisette Limoges Agencies Inc.
All rights reserved

YOUR FEEDBACK

FROM LEARNERS TO LEADERS.
AT RAVENSCROFT, we combine academic excellence with leadership
learning for children of all ages, PreK – grade 12. Through our innovative
approach, our graduates enter the world knowledgeable, confident and
empowered to be strong citizen leaders making positive change in the world.
You’re invited! Please call us to plan your visit!
LEAD FROM HERE
7409 Falls of Neuse Rd Raleigh, NC 27615
919.847.0900 | www.ravenscroft.org

@WALTERMAGAZINE
Terrific feature by @AndyKnny on
@PackAthletics visionary leader and my
mentor, Debbie Yow
-@Michael_Lipitz (October, pg. 89)
What I’m reading this AM: Great story about
@WRAL’s @monicalaliberte & @ccicanine in
@WalterMagazine
–@TdubHokie (October, pg. 54)
@WalterMagazine Leslie and team @GreenscapeInc are the best!
–@CameronVillage (October, pg. 70)
Lovely feature on @maalleninteriors in the
latest @waltermagazine. The photos are
extra eyecandy-licious because they are by
@thescoutguide photog @pironio!
–@TheScoutGuideNC (October, pg. 66)
Wonderful ladies! Love their shop and doing
business with them.
–Dana Hughens (October, pg. 48)
This and a few more really cool stores in that
strip of warehouses off Capital.
–@daveraleigh (October, pg. 48)
So, SO honored to be featured in
@WalterMagazine about my work with
@ccicanine
–@WRALMonica (October, pg. 54)
Wow – a brilliant transition!
–Wren Harris Rehm (October, pg. 64)
I’m excited to see that my image made the
cover of this month’s Walter Magazine!
–Catherine Nguyen

We want to hear from you!

TELL US YOUR DREAMS…WE’LL TAKE IT FROM THERE.

@WalterMagazine
www.waltermagazine.com

WALTER

215 S. McDowell Street, Raleigh, NC 27601
CUSTOM DESIGN-BUILD SERVICES

www.bosthomes.com | (919)460-1983
EXCELLENCE IS NOT A MATTER OF CHANCE, IT’S A MATTER OF CHOICE.

SUBSCRIPTIONS/CIRCULATION:
customerservice@waltermagazine.com

SAKS FIFTH AVENUE

COLLECTION

Raleigh, Triangle Town Center
7700 OLD WAKE FOREST RD. 919.792.9100

MOSH
THE

TRUST YOUR GUT The Triangle
has gotten aboard the kombucha craze: Tribucha is brewed
locally and is the only brewery
in the area completely
focused on making kombucha. Try it out on tap at Sola
Coffee and 100 Yoga, or grab
a bottle to go from Happy +
Hale and Third Place Coffeehouse. Your stomach, er-um
your second brain, will thank
you – with plenty of enzymes
and probiotics, it’s the perfect
detox. www.tribucha.com

WHO SAID IT?
“Some players have coin, but I
have the quan.”

Getting a fresh coat at Paint Bar
Nails...Running a Turkey Trot
before Thanksgiving dinner...An
extra hour of sleep during Daylight Savings Time...The fire pits at
Raleigh Beer Garden...Cheering at
a Hurricanes game...Discovering
True North with the help of Zach
Clayton and Bill George’s new
book...Pouring a hot toddy...ACC
Women’s Soccer Championship in
Cary November 6 and 8…$2 pizza
slices and $3 pints on Tuesdays at
Whole Foods...Throwing out your
razor for No Shave November…A
Thanksgiving-esque, colorful headdress from SSD Jewelry...

TALK
TURKEY
TO ME
Baby turkeys are called poults.
Only male turkeys gobble.
Some cities in the U.S. with the word “turkey” in their
names: Turkey Creek, La.; Turkey, Texas; Turkey,
N.C.; and Turkey Creek, Ariz.
On Christmas Eve during the Apollo 8 mission,
astronauts ate turkey with cranberry sauce in space.
Benjamin Franklin wanted the turkey to be the
official bird of the United States, not the eagle.
A turkey can run at a speed of up to 25 miles an hour.

SSD Jewelry headdress

November 26, 11:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.; Cafe Parizade, 2200
W Main St., Durham; For more information visit trianglevegsociety.org/thanksgiving/
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Here’s what’s baking:

Chocolate
Pecan

VEGE-MIGHTY

No sad Tofurkey here: The Triangle Vegetarian
Society is hosting its annual Vegan Thanksgiving
Feast and Raffle at Cafe Parizade in Durham.
The group has received national recognition for
hosting one of the largest vegan Thanksgiving
gatherings in the country for the past decade.
Chef Robert Adams will be whipping up plenty
of delicious, turkey-free dishes with a Mediterranean flair that are sure to appeal to carnivores
and plant-eaters alike.

Most popular Thanksgiving
pies around town

Sweet Potato

PLANT THE SEED Which came first –
the acorn or the tree? In our City of
Oaks, the acorn is a reminder of faith
in growth and that the biggest things
can come from small beginnings. Just in
time for this season of thoughtfulness
and thanks, you can pick up one of these
decorative acorns at NOFO @ the Pig.
2014 Fairview Road; nofo.com

Chocolate

Pumpkin

Taken via informal polling from: Lucettegrace, Great Harvest Bread Company,
La Farm Bakery, Zest Cafe, Ladyfingers, and The Square Rabbit.

Mimi Montgomery (TRIBUCHA); answer to Who Said It? Rod Tidwell from the film Jerry Maguire; Courtesy Dalip Brman (VEGEMIGHTY); Courtesy SSD Jewelry (HEADRESS); Courtesy MS Events, Inc (TURKEY TROT); Mackenzie Robinson (PIE GRAPHIC)

“In November, the trees are standing all sticks and bones.
Without their leaves, how lovely they are, spreading their arms
like dancers. They know it is time to be still.” - Cynthia Rylant

Spot

LIght

RALEIGH

TUTU SCHOOL
Sharing the magic

A

T TUTU SCHOOL RALEIGH, ENCHANTMENT IS PAR FOR THE COURSE.
“I believe in that experience that I have when I’m dancing, in
sharing something – movement, music, storytelling – with an
audience that’s magical,” says Lara O’Brien Muñoz, principal
dancer with the Carolina Ballet. It’s why she chose ballet years
ago, and it’s why she opened Tutu School Raleigh. “Being able to give the
young members of our community that sense of magic is an extension of
what I’ve been doing professionally for the past 15 years. I get to share it in
a unique way.”
O’Brien Muñoz first became enthralled with dance as a girl growing up in Chicago,
where she took lessons with her best friend, Genevieve. “The experience we had of mov-

photographs by MISSY McLAMB
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Absolutely...
Positively...

ing to music was so joyful and freeing
and gave us so much,” she recalls. “We
both went on to dance professionally.”
Genevieve Custer Weeks settled in
Northern California, where she eventually opened Tutu School, a boutique
dance studio designed to nurture the
carefree atmosphere she and O’Brien
Muñoz had loved as children. Meanwhile, O’Brien Muñoz landed a position at the Carolina Ballet and moved
to Raleigh. Despite a schedule brimming with rehearsals, she had “seen
Tutu School in action for years,” and
couldn’t shake the urge to
open a Raleigh version. “It
didn’t seem worth waiting,”
she says. “We just worked it
out.”
In June, the studio opened
its doors in Glenwood South.
Parents of aspiring ballerinas and ballerinos (from 18
months to 8 years old) pay a
monthly membership rate that
covers weekly dance lessons –
O’Brien Muñoz often teaches,
alongside a staff of other
trained dancers – plus regular
special events. Last month, the
young dancers helped paint
nearby crosswalks as part of
the Cool Walkings public art

project, and they’re getting excited
for a Nutcracker tea party, open to the
public, on December 19.
The school’s approach in all things
is whimsical rather than militant. “I
don’t believe that you should be training prima ballerinas when they’re 6,”
O’Brien Muñoz says simply. “It is something to dedicate your life to, should
you choose to take it on. It takes a lot
of discipline and structure and self-motivation. But when you’re young, it can
be a much more joyful, warm, encouraging environment.” –Jessie Ammons

For more information on Tutu School Raleigh, including monthly membership rates,
visit tutuschoolraleigh.com. On December 19 from 3 - 5 p.m., O’Brien Muñoz will
don her Carolina Ballet Sugar Plum Fairy costume for a Land of the Sweets tea; the
public is welcome, RSVP at info@tutuschoolraleigh.com or 919.792.8032.

The Best
Spatula
You’ll Ever
Use!
Cookware • Bakeware
Cooking Tools
and everything else
for the cook...

Since 1982

GINNY GORDONS
www.ginnygordons.com
Downtown Morehead City
252-726-6661

RALEIGH now

1

REVOLUTIONARY DRAMA

6

MANY BEAUTIFUL THINGS

Delve into the life of Lilias Trotter, a Victorian-era artist and
Protestant missionary, at the November 6 screening of Many
Beautiful Things. The film portrays the plight of Trotter, a
woman dedicated to fine art in an age when women were
deemed incapable of producing it. The screening will be followed by a Q&A with director Laura Hinson. There will also
be an exhibition of work by local artists inspired by Trotter’s
story. 7 p.m. showtime, 8:15 p.m. Q&A; $5 before, $10 at door;
Holy Trinity Church, 549 N. Blount St.; beautifulthingsraleigh.com

courtesy Joel Lane Museum House; (REVOLUTIONARY) courtesy Oxvision Films & Trinity Gallery (BEAUTIFUL)

History buffs will love the November 1 lecture on “the crucial
role North Carolina played in the American Revolution” at the
Joel Lane Museum House. The talk will focus on 1781 and the
British army’s year-long attempt to take down Continental
commanders in the capital. Even non-history buffs will appreciate the lively perspective of speaker Suzanne Adair, who
is also a historical crime fiction author. 2 p.m.; $16, includes
refreshments; 160 S. Saint Mary’s St.; joellane.org

NOVEMBER

6-8

sparkle

this season with

a renaissance


smile!

Winner of Midtown’s Best
Customer Service Award



Five Years In a Row!

TO MARKET

artwork by Allen Davis, Winchester Woodworks (MARKET); Hunter Morris (STORY TIME)

Stock up on holiday gifts at the annual Carolina Artisan Craft
Market November 6 - 8. The juried bazaar includes ceramics,
glass, jewelry, leather goods, and luxury furniture, among
other wares. Makers hail from North Carolina and around
the world; live music and an art exhibition round out the
weekend. 5 - 10 p.m. Friday, 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Saturday, 11 a.m. - 5
p.m. Sunday; $7 per day or $10 weekend pass; 500 S. Salisbury St.;
carolinadesignercraftsmen.com

7-8

Dr Jill Somner, Dr. Anita Wells & Dr. Anna Abernethy

Celebrate the season with a dazzling white smile. It’s possible with the
advanced dentistry and artistry of Doctors Abernathy, Somner and Wells.
From smile makeovers to one-hour Opalescence Boost Smile Whitening, the
doctors at Renaissance Dental Center have the expertise and critical eye to
brilliantly and beautifully transform your smile. Best yet? You can have your
amazing new smile before you ring in the New Year! This holiday,
give yourself a gift — a beautiful smile. Call today, 919-786-6766.

DECEMBER & JANUARY
FREE Whitening System
*restrictions apply

STORY TIME

Here’s a ballet your kids will love. Join Raleigh Dance Theatre
at its Storybook Tales production this month featuring Snow
White and The Rainbow Fish. It’s a great chance to support
a local nonprofit that trains young Raleigh dancers, all of
whom will be dancing in the show. Stick around after the
performance and get a chance to meet Snow White and the
Rainbow Fish for yourself. November 7, 1 p.m. and 5 p.m., November 8, 3 p.m.; $15 in advance, $18 at the door; Fletcher Opera
Theatre, Duke Energy Center for the Performing Arts, 2 E. South
St.; raleighdance.org

3803 COMPUTER DRIVE, RALEIGH, NC

919.786.6766

RenaissanceDentalCenter.com
*For new patients without insurance. In absence of periodontal disease. Offer cannot be combined. Expires 01/31/16.

SPOTLIGHT

The original
RENAISSANCE MAN

N

OT MANY OF US PONDER THINGS SUCH AS THE
movement of water, the surface of the moon, or
why the sky is blue. Then again, none of us are
Leonardo da Vinci. Get a glimpse into the evercurious mind of the Renaissance artist, scientist,
and philosopher at the North Carolina Museum of Art, where
his 500-year-old notebook, the Codex Leicester, is on view
from Oct. 31 to Jan. 17.
The only da Vinci manuscript in North America, the
Codex is named after the Earl of Leicester, who purchased it in
1717; it made international headlines in 1994 when it became
the most expensive book ever sold when Bill Gates purchased
it for just over $30 million. The Codex is now on a limited tour
of a few U.S. museums; the NCMA was selected as its East
Coast destination.
Made up of 18 pages of paper folded in half, the manuscript features da Vinci’s musings in the form of notes, sketches, and diagrams. All include his famous “mirror writing,” in
which da Vinci wrote across the page in Italian from right to
left. In those pages, he reflects on topics ranging from astronomy and celestial light to the construction of water and air. “It’s
really a peek inside one of the greatest brains in the history of
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mankind,” says NCMA curator of European art David Steel.
“You can actually see the progression of his thoughts.”
And perhaps become inspired to look at the world a little
more curiously. “The Codex reminds us that there’s something
really powerful and really excellent about spending time just
looking and thinking,” says Steel. “It’s a model for students of
all ages.”
–Mimi Montgomery
Leonardo da Vinci’s Codex Leicester and the Creative Mind: October 31 –
January 17; $18: adults, $15: seniors, Free: members and children under 6;
North Carolina Museum of Art, 2110 Blue Ridge Road; ncartmuseum.org
Public Exhibition Tour of Leonardo da Vinci’s Codex Leicester and the
Creative Mind November 6p.m.; 6:30 p.m.; free with exhibition ticket
Studio Samplers: Everything That Rises Must Converge
Attend a workshop on linear perspective and try your own hand at da
Vinci’s and Escher’s techniques. November 10; 1:30 p.m.; tickets online
Gallery Talks: Perspectives on Paper
Mathematicians, scientists, and art experts discuss their favorite parts of
the Codex Leicester and their most-beloved Escher prints. November 14;
1 – 4 p.m.; free with exhibition ticket
Lecture and Book Signing: “You and the Creative Mind of Leonardo da
Vinci”
Author Michael Gelb signs copies of his book, How to Think Like Leonardo
da Vinci, and gives a talk on using da Vinci as inspiration to live your
most creative life. November 22; 2:30 p.m.; free

left: Leonardo da Vinci, Codex Leicester (Sheet 7B: folios 7v & 30r), 1508–10, ink on paper, 11 2/3 x 17 in., Courtesy of Bill Gates, © 1994 bgC3;
right: Leonardo da Vinci, Codex Leicester (Sheet 1A, folio 1r), 1508–10, ink on paper, 11 2/3 x 8 1/2 in., Courtesy of Bill Gates, © 1994 bgC3

RALEIGH now

FIRST- RUN
MOVIES
IN-THEATRE DINING
& COCKTAILS
RESERVED
SEATING

NOW OPEN AT WAVERLY PLACE
A NIGHT OUT LIKE NO OTHER.
Enjoy full-service, in-theater dining from our chef-created menu featuring made-from-scratch casual
and innovative cuisine with flavors from around the globe. Enjoy luxury at its best in our intimate
state-of-the-art theatres with reclining plush leather seats while sipping on fine wines and signature
cocktails. Our indoor/outdoor bar and lounge welcomes all guests, even those not seeing a movie.
Dinner and a movie has never been so lavish.
Like us on Facebook for a chance to win movie tickets for a year! Visit us on line at www.cinebistro.com.
CineBistroWaverly

@CineBistroWP

J

SPOTLIGHT

BEYOND MYTH

ASON CRAIGHEAD HAS LONG HAD A LEADING ROLE IN THE RALEIGH ART SCENE AS AN
an artist, as a member of the City of Raleigh Arts Commission, as a collaborative
studio founder, and as a former gallerist. Now his reputation as a contemporary
artist has grown beyond North Carolina. This fall, Craighead’s work made a splash
with Beyond Myth, a solo show at the prestigious Cheryl Hazan Contemporary Art
gallery in New York, and next month, he’ll have another solo show at Tinney Contemporary in Nashville, Tenn.
Lately, Craighead says, his work has been influenced by myths of heroes and aventurers, those who “answer the calling within and venture down a path that is filled with
challenges.” Bending Time (above), from his most recent body of work, reflects some of
those ideas. “When we choose to seek our very own personal adventure and find our
very own personal voice,” he says, “… our hearts have room to rise.” –L.R.
Jason Craighead’s work is represented locally by Flanders Gallery, 505 S. Blount St., flandersartgallery.com.
His Nashville, Tenn. show opens Dec. 5 at Tinney Contemporary, 237 5th Ave. North, Nashville, Tenn.;
tinneycontemporary.com. Read more about Craighead at jasoncraighead.com.
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courtesy Jason Craighead (CRAIGHEAD); courtesty Walter Magazine (CELEBRATE)
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12-15

courtesy the Paderewski Festival (PADEREWSKI)

12
CELEBRATE THE SEASON

Kick off the season with Walter! Please join us November 12
for an elegant evening of holiday delicacies, cocktails, and
fabulous shopping. The beautifully restored Merrimon-Wynne
House on Blount Street is the perfect setting to gather with
friends and pick up a few very special gifts from some of the
area’s most esteemed artisans and top retailers, including
Vermillion, Furbish, High Cotton, Gabrielle Jewelry, Green
Front, Great Outdoor Provision Co., Moon & Lola, and Zest.
Sponsored by Johnson Lexus, Celebrate the Season will feature
delicious food by 214 Martin Street and will benefit BackPack
Buddies. 6 - 9 p.m.; $75; Merrimon-Wynne House,
500 N. Blount St.; waltermagazine.com

PLAYING PADEREWSKI

Polish pianist and composer Ignacy Jan Paderewski visited
and performed in Raleigh several times throughout his life
in the early and mid-20th century. Inspired by his work and
travel, a group of locals began the Paderewski Festival of
classical musical performances last year. This year’s commemoration brings four piano concerts to various downtown venues throughout the weekend of November 12.
7:30 p.m. or 3 p.m., performance depending; $20; locations
vary; paderewski-festival.org

WE’VE
MOVED!

Come see our
new showroom!

3915 Beryl Rd., Raleigh, NC 27607 n 919-572-2870 n ambientefurniture.com
Shop Monday through Saturday 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and Sunday noon to 6 p.m.

SPOTLIGHT

SHAW at 150

E

IGHT MONTHS AFTER THE END OF THE CIVIL WAR IN
1865, former Union soldier Henry Martin Tupper
used his army earnings to found Shaw University, the
first university for freedmen in the South. A century
and a half later, what was once a small but mighty
Baptist school is now a Raleigh institution. “Throughout the
changing landscape of this great city,” says vice president for
institutional advancement Clarenda Stanley-Anderson, “Shaw
University has remained a constant.”
Officially founded on December 1, 1865, the school has
honored its anniversary throughout the year with lectures,
banquets, and mini celebrations. The commemorations
culminate this month at homecoming when, alongside the
usual festivities, a black-tie gala will celebrate and fundraise. Stanley-Anderson says the November 6 event is the
university’s first black-tie soiree in recent memory. “We
felt our sesquicentennial anniversary was worthy,” she says.
“You only turn 150 once!”
Proceeds will support student scholarships, which the
university says is a way to honor the past by supporting the
future. “There is a word in the Akan language of Ghana,
sankofa, which translates to ‘reach back and get it.’ It attests
to the importance of knowing and understanding your
past journey in order to help determine your future steps.”

In that same spirit, a matinee musical revue November 8
will chronicle African-American music contributions throughout history. Produced by students and professors alike, From
Harlem to Broadway, 150 years at Shaw University focuses on
the impact of music and dance on Shaw life and curriculum.
“It is important for us to honor and celebrate our legacy,” says
Stanley-Anderson, calling the yearlong anniversary “the ultimate party with a purpose.” –Jessie Ammons

Anniversary Gala: November 6; 7 p.m.; $107; 500 Fayetteville St.
Performance: November 8; 3 p.m.; $10 in advance, $12 at the door; C.C. Spaulding
Gymnasium, 118 E. South St. Visit shawu.edu/150/events for more information.
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1222
courtesy Laura Bassett (ODYSSEY); courtesy Kristen Randall (CRAFT)

NOVEMBER

MODERN ODYSSEY

N.C. State’s University Theatre, a professionally-led troupe
of volunteer student actors, presents an adaptation of Homer’s Odyssey written by Japanese playwright Naomi Iizuka.
Anon(ymous) follows a young refugee, Anon, separated from his
mother. Forced to journey through the United States, he meets
all sorts of archetypal characters in his quest to find his family.
7:30 p.m. Wednesday and Saturday evenings, Sunday 2 p.m. matinee; $20; Thompson Theater, 2241 Dunn Ave.; ncsu.edu/theatre

Winner, Triangle Business Journal’s
Top Residential Team Award, 2015

1314
CURATED CRAFTS

In a craft marketplace saturated with Pinterest projects and
Etsy finds, it’s easy to become overwhelmed. The Handmaidens
are a group of local artisans dedicated to celebrating the indie
craft movement by curating a semiannual market. The Handmade Market will set up shop at Market Hall on November 13
and 14. Expect to find jewelry, accessories, home decor, and all
sorts of other unexpected goodies by local artists, crafters, and
designers. Friday preview 7 - 9 p.m., 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. Saturday; $5
Friday night preview, Saturday free; 215 Wolfe St.; thehandmademarket.com

RALEIGH now
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FURNITURE ART LIGHTING




Hey, folks! WE MOVED!

Come by our even bigger
location in downtown Raleigh:
1 5 0 5 C A P I T A L B LV D # 1 5 , R A L E I G H , N C 2 7 6 0 3
FACEB OOK .COM/SEAB OARDSTUDIO123
SEABOARDSTUDIO123@GMAIL.COM

Follow us! @SeaboardStudio123
SEABOARDSTUDIO123.COM 919-600-8051

ORIGINAL STYLES
EXQUISITE DESIGNS
SUPERIOR CUSTOMER SERVICE

CHRISTMAS PARADE

Santa’s coming! While you save up your appetite for Thanksgiving
the following week, take in the annual Raleigh Christmas parade
on November 21. It begins on Hillsborough Street at St. Mary’s
Street and winds its way around the State Capitol and through
downtown before disbanding at Lenoir Street. If the downtown
trek sounds like too much, catch the two-and-a-half hour promenade on WRAL. 9:40 a.m.; free; Hillsborough, St. Mary’s, Salisbury,
Morgan, and Fayetteville Streets; grma.org/christmas-parade

21

GALLERY GALA

Fall After Market Sale
November 6 - 8
www.hickoryfurniture.com | 1-866-471-4366
I N S P I R I N G H O M E S A RO U N D T H E WO R L D FO R OV E R H A L F A C E N T U RY

Artspace, which houses local artists’ studio spaces and two exhibit galleries, will host its annual collectors’ gala on November
21. The event is a unique chance to see the galleries gussied up,
with small plate stations in the galleries, passed hors d’oeuvres,
and signature cocktails. The local artist incubator expands its
scope for the evening’s live and silent auctions by including work
by local, regional, national, and international artists. 6:30 - 11
p.m.; $150; 201 E. Davie St.; artspacenc.org

courtesy Nancy Thomas (PARADE); courtesy Artspace (GALA)

All in one convenient location.
Hickory Furniture Mart.
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EXCLUSIVE SHOPPING
at the Merrimon-Wynne House
500 N. Blount Street, Raleigh

November 12, 6-9pm
Delightful hors d ’oeuvres by
Holiday cocktails by Durham Distillery ~ Videri hot chocolate bar
Festive music by Tea Cup Gin

$75 ~ tickets available at waltermagazine.com
A portion of the proceeds to benefit BackPack Buddies
FEATURED VENDORS

Vermillion ~ Furbish ~ Gabrielle Jewelry ~ Great Outdoor Provision Co.
Green Front ~ High Cotton ~ If It’s Paper ~ La Maison ~ Moon & Lola ~
Reliable Loan ~ Zest

SPOTLIGHT

QUALITY
not quantity

R

ALEIGH NATIVES SAM AND MEREDITH KIRKPATRICK ARE BRINGING
new life to downtown’s South Street with Holder Goods & Crafts,
a new space for art, home goods, furniture, and antiques. Together
with creative director Bryan Costello, they’ve created a store filled
with treasures an anthropologist would covet: antique cameras,
rich textiles and linens, and local furniture made by Raleigh group Arrowhead. All tell a story. Local photographer Miller Taylor, who also contributes
to Seen in Raleigh (p.130) this month, has otherworldly photos of rugged
Outer Banks beaches on the walls; vintage rugs cover the floor. It’s all part of
Holder Good’s old-school aesthetic: quality over quantity and good-looking
things that will stand the test of time. –Mimi Montgomery
10 a.m. - 6 p.m., Thursday - Sunday; 612 W. South St.; holdergoodsandcrafts.com
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TisRUST
A
TLANTIC
now
FIRST TENNESSEE.
After more than a decade of building relationships in North Carolina, First Tennessee now offers full-service banking
at five former TrustAtlantic locations. That means you’ll get helpful service and modern conveniences from the same
friendly faces you know at a First Tennessee financial center near you.

Raleigh Glenwood Ave.
4801 Glenwood Ave., Suite 100
919-277-8700

Raleigh Falls River
1151 Falls River Ave.
919-582-2660

Cary
3685 S.W. Cary Pkwy.
919-234-480

Greenville
1310 W. Arlington Blvd.
252-695-0077

LEARN MORE AT FTB.COM/MEETFTB
© 2015 First Tennessee Bank National Association. Member FDIC.

Raleigh North Ridge
6511 Falls of Neuse Rd.
919-865-0600
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Share the pie

O

UTSOURCE YOUR THANKSGIVING PIE-MAKING TO
some of Raleigh’s best bakers and chefs, and do
some good at the same time with Alliance Medical Ministry and StepUp Ministry’s Share the Pie
fundraiser.
This clever take on a bake sale allows folks to order chocolate, pecan, or pumpkin pie online in advance, then pick those
pies up the week of Thanksgiving at five pick-up locations that
span the area.
Ordering means entering the “pie lottery,” as Alliance
Medical Ministry executive director Megg Rader puts it: You
won’t know who created your pie until you open the box. With
a few dozen pies each from several top local chefs, including
18 Seaboard chef/owner Jason Smith, In Good Taste cooking
school director Julie Gilbert, and Night Kitchen Bakehouse and
Cafe owner/baker Helen Pfann, the odds are pretty sweet.
All proceeds go to both nonprofits. Alliance Medical Min-

StepUp Ministry executive
director Linda Nunnallee;
18 Seaboard chef/owner Jason
Smith; Megg Rader, executive
director of Alliance Medical
Ministry.

istry provides the uninsured with access to affordable healthcare, and StepUp Ministry provides the unemployed with
professional training and resources.
StepUp executive director Linda Nunnallee says that the
two organizations are different slices of the same pie. “We’re
trying to alleviate two completely different barriers that the
same population face,” she says. Rader agrees, calling the organizations’ missions “interconnected pieces if you’re looking at
community health.”
In a season jam-packed with gatherings and galas, this is a
way to give back to the community “without getting dressed
up or buying a ticket,” Rader says. Hopefully, it will make dessert taste that much better. “It’s such a sweet way to think about
spending time over pie with your family,” Nunnallee says, “and
now there’s another added layer of meaning.” –Jessie Ammons
Order pies all month at alliancemedicalministry.org/purchase-pies; for pick up
locations and to learn more, visit alliancemedicalministry.org/sharethepie.

photograph by NICK PIRONIO
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DISCOVER THE DIAMOND STANDARD
THIS HOLIDAY SEASON
THIS SEASON GIVE HER
SOMETHING
TO SMILE ABOUT
Free Consultation
plus

$500 OFF

Cosmetic Dental Procedures
& Porcelain Restorations when
booked now through January

(919) 300-7834 | 5904 Six Forks Road, Raleigh, NC | physiologicaesthetics.com

2 E. SOUTH STREET
RALEIGH, NC 27601
919-996-8706

TRIANGLE now

all
month

SHIFTIN’ GEARS AND
DRINKIN’ BEERS
A.J. FLETCHER OPERA THEATER

TICKETS/INFO: DUKEENERGYCENTERRALEIGH.COM | 800-745-3000

COOPER’S Furniture
Quality, Selection, Value & Service Since 1929

1-14

BEYOND THE MUG
AMAZING SELECTION
OF COLOR & STYLE

COMFORTABLE,
SOFT FEEL

UNMATCHED
CLEANABILITY

Tues - Fri 10am - 6pm • Sat 10am - 5pm • Closed Sun & Mon

820 East Chatham St., Cary 27511
Corner of East Chatham and Maynard Rd.

(919)467-2401
WWW.COOPERSFURNITURENC.COM

Inspired by Durham’s acclaimed food scene, Claymakers studio
and gallery curates an annual display of ceramic beer steins.
Stop by to see more than six dozen pottery vessels by artists
from across the country. Some are delicate and detailed, others bold, funky, and unexpected. It’s a whimsical take on the
classic German glasses, and the exhibit lasts until November
14. 1 - 6 p.m., Tuesdays - Saturdays; free; 705 Foster St., Durham;
claymakers.org

Jiri Sebesta/Getty Images (BEERS); courtesy Claymakers (MUG)

NOVEMBER 27 - DECEMBER 30

Every Thursday, Spoke Cycles in Wake Forest hosts a weekly
cycle group that begins and ends at White Street Brewing
Company. Riders of every level are welcome to complete casual
5-mile loops. You can join in at any time (so don’t worry about
arriving late): there’s a 20-mile loop with slow and fast-paced
groups, or a happy-medium 10-mile route. What everyone has
in common is the final destination: White Street Brewing Company offers half-price drinks for cyclists to refuel. Thursdays,
6:30 p.m.; free; White Street Brewing Company, 218 S. White St.,
Wake Forest; whitestreetbrewing.com

115

NOVEMBER

URBAN

Southern
LIVING

HAS A NEW ADDRESS
IN DOWNTOWN RALEIGH
Located just off Person Street between historic Oakwood and
historic Mordecai, Oakdale offers an opportunity to live in a
new home with distinctive architecture and modern features

Pollute-ical by Winterville, N.C. artist Matt Amante (SCRAPPY); courtesy Jill Knight (STIR)

since 1926, Oakdale will

Glenwood
South

be home to many who value
the revival of urban living

Downtown
Raleigh

with a Southern accent.

From the $500s -$700s
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STIR THE POT

As the weather cools down, warm up at downtown FuquayVarina’s annual chili cook-off on November 7. Local businesses and nonprofits compete alongside residents for a cash
prize (and bragging rights). There is a judging panel of local
restaurateurs and foodies, and also a People’s Choice award.
Show up to scope out the festivities, or purchase a tasting
ticket to cast your vote for the best bowl. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.; $15
and up to taste; Broad St., Fuquay-Varina; fuquay-varinadowntown.com

Prices are subject to change. Rendering is an artist’s conception and subject to change.
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In a visionary take on turning trash into treasure, local
artists have created public art out of discarded political signs, repurposed socks and ties, and other recycled
materials. Twenty works have been on display since
mid-September at University Place in Chapel Hill. The
exhibit, appropriately titled Scrapel Hill, continues through
November 15. While you’re there, stop in to the flagship
gourmet gift and grocery store Southern Season, which
also now has a small outpost in Cameron Village. 10 a.m.
- 9 p.m. Mondays - Saturdays, 1 - 6 p.m. Sundays; free; 201 S.
Estes Drive, Chapel Hill; universityplacenc.com

within walking distance to downtown

Glenwood Ave.

SCRAPPY

Historic
Oakwood

Edenton St.

2 E. SOUTH STREET
RALEIGH, NC 27601
919-996-8706

TRIANGLE now

7-8,
14-15

WILL DRIVE FOR ART

TICKETS/INFO: DUKEENERGYCENTERRALEIGH.COM | 800-745-3000

7,
26
NATURAL MEDICINE

Broadloom, Rugs, Fabrics, Lighting and Wallpaper
8101 Glenwood Avenue | 919.782.6010 | eatmansinc.com
follow us on:

The Japanese concept shinrin yoku, which literally translates
to forest bathing, is the habit of wandering through a forest
to promote well-being. Inspired by this practice, a volunteer
will lead a leisurely hike along the Eno River at Occoneechee
Mountain November 7 and 26. Plan to bring both water and a
snack, and, of course, wear comfortable hiking shoes. 10 a.m.
- 12:30 p.m., November 7 and 1 - 3:30 p.m., November 26; free; Eno
River State Park, meet in the Occoneechee parking lot, 6101 Cole
Mill Road, Durham; ncparks.gov/eno-river-state-park

courtesy Orange County Artist Guild (ART); courtesy NC Division of Parks and Recreation (MEDICINE)

DECEMBER 1-6 RALEIGH MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM

Here’s your chance to see the inner sanctums of local
jewelry makers, book binders, potters, furniture makers,
photographers, sculptors, and more. On the Orange County
open studio tour, more than 80 area artists welcome guests
into their studios over two weekends, November 7 - 8 and
November 14 - 15. During a studio visit, expect to meet the
artist, learn about his/her creative process, and purchase
pieces directly from their creator. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. Saturdays,
12noon - 5 p.m. Sundays; free; for a map, visit orangecountyartistsguild.com

courtesy Carolina Theatre (UKULELE); Melissa Gray/WMI of NOLS (FEND)

NOVEMBER

14

11
UKULELE CONCERT

Hawaii native Jake Shimabukuro has played the ukelele since he was 4, but it took a viral YouTube video to
send him to the top of Billboard’s World Music Chart.
Since then, Rolling Stone has dubbed him a “musical
hero” for his modern take on a traditional instrument,
often fusing rock music with classic ukulele pieces.
He’ll take the stage in Durham on November 11 to play
a few originals, as well as covers like Queen’s Bohemian Rhapsody and Leonard Cohen’s Hallelujah. 8 p.m.;
$37 and up; The Carolina Theatre, 309 W. Morgan St.,
Durham; carolinatheatre.org

FEND FOR YOURSELF

If you’re ready to get serious about your wilderness skills, the
National Outdoor Leadership School is partnering with REI Cary
to offer a two-day comprehensive wilderness medicine course.
The focus is on how to handle emergency and trauma situations,
going beyond basic first aid into resourceful coping techniques
for conditions like altitude sickness and shock. There are no
prerequisites, and there’s a lunch break both days. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
each day; $225, member; $255, non-member; 1751 Walnut St., Cary;
rei.com/events

TRIANGLE now
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North Carolina’s
Window Fashion Leader
Since 1991!

Locally Made Shutters & Blinds
BEAT IT

The goblet-shaped drums known as Djembes are traditional to
many African cultures, and stand out for their appearance and
distinct, hollow sound. Hear a symphony of them at the Duke
Djembe and Afro-Cuban Ensembles’ performance November
20, featuring celebrated percussionist, drummer, singer, and
composer Monti Ellison. It will be a lively show, most likely
with a few tap/percussion performances thrown into the mix.
8 p.m.; free; Baldwin Auditorium, 1336 Campus Drive, Durham;
music.duke.edu

50 OFF

15 OFF

$

$

EACH WINDOW

EACH WINDOW

Plantation
Shutters

Blinds
and Shades

Free in-home/office design
consultations and estimates.

919-833-9550

CarolinaShutterandBlinds.com

A DRAWING EXPERIENCE

FRANK art gallery in downtown Chapel Hill has been hosting a
series of intimate sketching workshops with local artists. Don’t
miss one with painter and illustrator Sudie Rakusin, who plans
to set up a drape and teach shading techniques. Rakusin’s own
work includes 3-D children’s books, so she brings a unique approach to shading for perspective. 10 a.m. - 12 noon; $20, includes
materials; 109 E. Franklin St., Chapel Hill; frankisart.com

courtesy Hank Schellingerhout (BEAT); courtesy Barbara Tyroler (DRAWING)
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NOVEMBER

21

French Table Linens
Short-Term Event
at Crabtree Valley Mall
Saturday, November 14th through
Sunday, December 27th

SAFETY TIPS

courtesy N.C. Wildlife Resources Commission (SAFETY); courtesy Patrick Bartley (LOOP)

Consider it wilderness boot camp: The N.C. Wildlife Resources
Commission’s hunter safety education class on November 21
teaches firearm safety as well as conservation and wildlife
management, wildlife identification basics, survival and first aid
skills, and tree stand safety. All ages are welcome, from first-time
learners to seasoned pros looking for a refresher course. Preregistration is recommended, since these classes usually fill up
fast. 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.; free; Cabela’s, 201 Cabela Drive, Garner;
ncwildlife.org or cabelas.com
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Huge Selection of Unique, Easy Care,
Stunning Tablecloths • Rounds • Runners • Napkins
Placemats • 100% Cotton • Jacquards
Acrylic-coated "Oilcloths" • French Boutis Bedspreads
Deco Pillows • Dish Towels • Organic Soaps & More!
Extra LONG & Wide Tablecloths
Rounds from 70" to 110"
Imported from France, Italy and Spain
Tablecloths from $39 to $299

LOOP THE LOOP

Do you know about the Cary Art Loop? For a decade, this group
of artists, artisans, and gallery owners has been sponsoring
events like Final Friday art crawls. Final Fridays happen each
month, including November 27. So this month, you can skip the
madness of Black Friday in favor of a stroll through the downtown loop of galleries and shops. Your Thanksgiving houseguests
will love it. 6 - 9 p.m.; free; visit website for a map, caryartloop.org

Crabtree Valley Mall
4325 Glenwood Avenue
Upper Level C
Next to Lids & the Food Court

860-876-0800
OR BUY ONLINE ~ www.ameliemichel.com

Shop

OUR

Local

“What I put in the store is what I would want to put on my own children.”

W

– Lauren Hood, owner, Progeny

HEN LAUREN HOOD BECAME A MOTHER, SHE
discovered it wasn’t easy in Raleigh to find
anything but straightforwardly traditional
children’s clothes for her daughter Lila. A
trip to to New York sparked an idea: To
bring the fashion-forward children’s clothing she could find
there back to North Carolina. Three months later, in March
2014, Hood opened Progeny in Five Points.
The bright, open space is filled with chic children’s clothes, accessories, and furniture. “My stuff’s just a little bit different,” says
Hood. “I love smocked dresses and bows just as much as everybody else, but I wanted it to be a little edgier.” She makes a point
to carry brands that are eco-friendly, organic, and well-made,
ensuring a piece that will last the wear and tear of a child’s life.
Always, she has Lila in mind.“She’s like my little muse,” Hood says

with a laugh. “She’s way better dressed than I am.”
Soon after Hood opened her business, customers began
asking if she could help them design their children’s nurseries,
bedrooms, and playrooms. Half of her business now comes from
children’s interiors. “It is exciting because there’s nobody doing
children’s design work” in Raleigh, she says. “I love that, and it’s
super fun.” She recently began sharing her store with Rider Hall
Interiors, an interior design company owned by Caroline Kadis
and Heather Watkins. The space now offers a wider range of art
and home goods and accessories, making it a stop for parents as
well as their children.
“I feel like this has been good for Raleigh, just to have something a little bit different,” Hood says. “From ten years ago until
now, things have changed dramatically. I think this store has
truly helped a lot of people branch out.”
–Mimi Montgomery

209 Bickett Blvd.; progenyshoppe.com
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photograph by TRAVIS LONG

CHANGE
A CHILD’S LIFE
AND YOU CHANGE

GENERATIONS
Invest in our community.

unitedwaytriangle.org

OUR Town

The

Usual

“The twirling is not important. What’s important are our cute
costumes. It’s about the camaraderie, the sisterhood.”

E

–Karen “Awecelot” Still, “awe”ficcer of majorette group The Awesomettes

VERY WEDNESDAY, LAUGHTER FILLS THE BACK DEN OF
LeeAnn “LuAwe Poovey” Walsh’s Oakwood home
until late, sometimes until 2 a.m. It’s the sound of 18
women, most over the age of 50, enjoying “a nip and
a nibble” while affixing sequins to majorette costumes and sparkles to booties. “This is our release from being
stressed and professional in our careers,” says Dee “Deevine
Deevawe” Penven-Crew, the group’s president.
Sewing, nipping, nibbling, and laughing are just part of it.
Together the women form a majorette troupe that performs in
parades and festivals all over Wake County.
They came together in 2013, when Jackie “O Awe” Twisdale
decided to bring her baton out to accompany the Oakwood
Second Line marching band at the neighborhood Fourth of
July party. A few people took note, including Penven-Crew’s
husband, and before too long a group of interested women

formed an informal majorette group – no experience required.
(“We capitalize on everyone’s strengths,” explains Sharon
“Clementwirl” O’Neill, “and pouring wine is an important
skill.”) Self-named the Awesomettes, “We didn’t really know
one another before all of this started,” says O’Neill. Now, they
never go more than a week without catching up.
With performances like the one at the upcoming Raleigh
Christmas Parade, the Awesomettes are a busy bunch. “We
have plenty not to laugh about,” Penven-Crew says, “so we
might as well have fun.” Their latest effort is to finalize a nonprofit charter that will let them accept donations and performance award money to put toward community outreach.
“Everybody has awesome in them and I think that, as a group,
we bring it out in the women that we empower,” Penven-Crew
says. “We are not a group of wallflowers.”
–Jessie Ammons
photograph by TRAVIS LONG
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Photo courtesy of
Daniel Jackson.

MADE you

LOOK.
CAROLINA PERFORMING ARTS
MEMORIAL HALL, CHAPEL HILL, NC
LIL BUCK, APRIL 15–16

Sure, we have galleries in Chapel Hill. We also have world-class
orchestras and American dance icons, bluegrass legends, and
jookin’ jam sessions. And with venues like the Carolina Performing
Arts’ Memorial Hall, where you can see well-known artists and
bold newcomers performing night after night and sometimes side
by side, there’s always something mind-bending and eye-catching
going on. Visit our website to plan your own art retreat.

VISITCHAPELHILL.ORG

—————•—————

HOME OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL

—————•—————

OUR Town

Game

plan

“I always like to include ... a personal touch in a table setting to encourage
remembrances of good times.”
–Danny Taylor, CEO, agent, designer, D.T. & Co.

D

ANNY TAYLOR HAS A FULL PLATE. THE CEO OF
Raleigh’s D.T. & Co. manages his real estate
brokerage, development, and design company
as well as his design studio and retail shop. He
credits his success to a foundation in fashion. A
graduate of the Fashion Institute of Technology, Taylor worked
at Ann Taylor and other fashion companies before returning home to North Carolina to make one-of-a-kind clothing.
But when he began making custom draperies for his friends’
interior design studios, his career veered toward interiors, and
soon he was designing homes as well. Along the way, he picked
up a real estate license, and his multi-dimensional company
was born. “I had no preconceived notion of what it was supposed to be like, and I just worked really hard,” Taylor says. An
eye trained for fashion and style “gives me a little edge over

other realtors,” he says. “You have to paint a picture when you
walk into a house, and I can paint a picture.”
With such a full plate, it’s no surprise Taylor likes to decompress during the holidays. This month, Thanksgiving for Taylor
means a late lunch for two. “In my opinion, too many people
feel guilty if they don’t spend three days preparing, an hour
eating, and two hours cleaning afterwards,” he says. While he
may keep his meal preparation at a minimum, his table setting
cuts no corners. “The plan is to use my Hermès china, a large
silver soup tureen along with other family silver pieces, small
white pumpkins and gourds … (and) some magnolia and berries from my friends at Weston Farms,” he says. “Plus I always
like to include small (items) in a table setting that bring a
personal touch to encourage remembrances of good times.”
–Mimi Montgomery

715 W Morgan St.; dtandco.com
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A real estate
company is
like a home.
The great ones
have a strong
foundation.
There are certain perks that come with carrying the name Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices — one of the most admired name in business. Chief among them
is offering home buyers and sellers the tools, resources, and support they need
during one of the most important transactions of their lifetime. Of course, all of
this comes by way of our team of more than 850 skilled professionals and their
intimate understanding of the markets we serve. Our strength and integrity are
the building blocks for your future.

BHHSYSU.com
©2015 BHH Affiliates, LLC. An independently operated subsidiary of HomeServices of America, Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate, and a franchisee of BHH Affiliates, LLC.
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices and the Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices symbol are registered service marks of HomeServices of America, Inc.® Equal Housing Opportunity.
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“You don’t have to have a tweed jacket to appreciate this.”

M

– Matt Roth, clinical contracts manager and author of Poems Typed Fresh

ATT ROTH, WHO WORKS IN THE FIELD OF
clinical research, was also once an English major. “I’ve been writing poetry for
myself in fits and starts since I was in high
school,” Roth says. “I’ve learned over the
years that if I don’t make time to write things, then I start to
get frustrated and things just don’t go well.”
That became clear when he helped his wife, Tyler Roth,
launch a greeting card company, and didn’t set aside time for
himself to write. He then decided it was time to hold himself accountable for his own creative endeavors. Inspired by
writers elsewhere (he doesn’t claim this idea as his own), Roth
began to set up his typewriter outside of Sola Coffee Cafe in

North Raleigh and charge $5 to write a poem on the spot. “It’s
putting my back to a wall,” he says: terrifying but exhilarating, and decidedly effective. “If I’m left to my own devices, I’ll
obsess over a poem or I’ll futz around with things.” It’s also a
way to spark a love of poetry, he says. “I want to give people
a public, unexpected experience with poetry … remind them
that, hey, this is something cool that’s going on and something
you can appreciate.”
His operation is called, fittingly, Poems Typed Fresh. “The
time limit, all of the constraints, are 100 percent set up to put
me in a situation where I have to write poetry. It’s like poetry
bootcamp every time.”
–Jessie Ammons

typedfresh.com
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MAKING A LIST,

L

CHECKING IT TWICE
by CC PARKER

LAST FALL, MY HUSBAND AND I DECIDED IT WAS TIME FOR OUR
children to see Theatre In The Park’s A Christmas Carol. A friend suggested seeing a matinee at the Durham Performing Arts Center, then an
early dinner at The Angus Barn on the way back to Raleigh.
Ira David Wood III’s riotous interpretation of Charles Dickens’ classic
Christmas tale has become a Raleigh holiday tradition. My mother took
me to the premiere performance 41 years ago – of course, no one knew at
the time what a smash hit it would become.
The Angus Barn was a perfect spot for dinner, especially at such a festive time of year. For children, it is heaven on earth: unbridled snacking on
the scrumptious gingerbread men plattered throughout the lobby,
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an elaborate antique gun collection displayed in the waiting area, and an upside-down Christmas tree. Live “elves”
toss candy down to patrons from the rafters. (For adults, a libation from the Wild
Turkey Lounge is a lovely bonus. Ho ho
ho.)
Imagine my shock when I called for
A Christmas Carol tickets the week after
Halloween and, alas, all the good seats
were sold out! Stumped, I called The Angus Barn to secure a table and, yet again,
there was no room in the inn for the
Parkers. Sold out – and it was the first
week of November!
Not long after my botched plan, I
unpacked our 20-year-old Christmas
decorations and realized that I could not
resuscitate the wreath bow for our front
door. It looked pathetic: a little, flaccid
blob. I called Davenport at Five Points,
my favorite place for all things green and
decorative, to order a new bow. Carlette
Peters, Davenport’s effervescent proprietor, was happy to make the bow on such
short notice. The only caveat was that
they had already sold out of her ribbon.
Again, I couldn’t believe it – the holidays
had truly snuck up on me. I was unprepared.
Obviously, times in Raleigh have
changed: You have to make a reservation,
order your tickets, and place your holiday orders a little earlier these days.
But perhaps my loss can be your gain.
With that in mind, here’s one Raleigh
native’s guide to preparing for the
holiday season – it’s a Five Points-centric
list, reflecting just one perspective, so
take it for what it is: My personal picks.
At the very least, you won’t be left with
nowhere to go, nothing to see, and a sad
and crumbled wreath bow like me!

plates for Christmas Eve dinner as a gift
to your spouse. The Alexan at North
Hills, 4209-125 Lassiter Mill Road; 919781-0351; paperbuzz.com
BUY YOUR TICKETS
A Christmas Carol
Theatre In The Park
This year is the 41st anniversary, and
there’s no telling what Ira David has
up his sleeve. Both DPAC and Raleigh
Memorial Auditorium offer fabulous
venues for this hilarious Raleigh tradition. December 9-13 (Raleigh Memorial
Auditorium) and 17-20 (DPAC); $30-80;
theatreinthepark.com

If It’s Paper
A fabulous variety of packaging will
showcase your homemade goods (or repackaging if you’re pretending the treats
were made in your home). They also have
lots of options for paper plates, napkins,
and all sorts of wrapping boxes and
accoutrements. Ridgewood Shopping
Center, 3546 Wade Ave.; 919-615-4333;
ifitspaper.org
STOCK YOUR FREEZER WITH
DINNERS FOR YOUR FAMILY

The Nutcracker
Carolina Ballet
The classic story with a splash of magic
now performs in Chapel Hill and Durham, too. November 28-30 (DPAC), December 6-7 (UNC Memorial Hall), and
19-28 (Raleigh Memorial Auditorium);
$37-105; carolinaballet.com

NOFO @ the Pig
When in doubt go to NOFO for any
and everything. You can fully stock your
freezer from any number of local sources:
casseroles, ham biscuits, caramel cakes,
ice cream, Bloody Marys – the list goes
on and on. 2014 Fairview Road;
919-821-1240; nofo.com

Cinderella
Raleigh Little Theatre
Another long-running Christmas tradition, Cinderella has returned to its home
in the rose garden. The stepsisters are
worth repeat visits. December 4-20; $33;
raleighlittletheatre.org

Ladyfingers
Unexpected house
guests? Impromptu
Christmas cocktails
at your house? They are
famous for their ham rolls
(Amen) but everything in
their freezers is divine.
627 E. Whitaker Mill Road;
919-828-2270;
ladyfingersofraleigh.com
MAKE YOUR RESTAURANT
RESERVATIONS

ORDER YOUR CHRISTMAS CARDS
AND THANK-YOU NOTES
Paperbuzz
Longtime owner Jeana Young offers
Christmas cards, holiday cards, and
thank-you notes. Stock up on paper

The Angus Barn
Magic is in the air! Gingerbread cookies
are offered in the lobby as a special treat
at Christmas. Live “elves” toss candy to
patrons from the rafters. As always when
families dine at The Barn, children are
invited to find a prize in the treasure
chest and can decorate their own cake in
the kitchen. 9401 Glenwood Ave.; 919781-2444; angusbarn.com
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Irregardless Cafe and Catering
They are open Christmas Eve 5-9 p.m.
and Christmas Day noon-8 p.m. I’ve
been told that Christmas Eve diners are
also participants in an ad-libbed “playalong” with instruments provided by Irregardless. 901 W. Morgan St.; 919-8338898; irregardless.com
Kanki
Admit it: At some point you will have
had one too many ham biscuits. Kanki
is open Christmas Eve until 9 p.m. 4500
Old Wake Forest Road, 919-876-4157;
Crabtree Valley Mall, 4325 Glenwood
Ave., 919-876-4157; kanki.com
FAMILY OUTING TO BUY
YOUR CHILDREN’S
ANNUAL
CHRISTMAS
ORNAMENT

Made to your
measure
and your
pleasure
Our custom options
include both business
and casual looks
designed to fit
your style.

Suits ▫ Sportcoats ▫ Formalwear
Trousers ▫ Shirts ▫ Ties
Shoes ▫ Knits ▫ Belts
Jeans ▫ Sweaters

Find Out More
Visit us at
www.
LilesClothingStudio
.com
919-510-5556

Celebrating 10 Years in

NORTH HILLS

Acquisitions, Ltd.
Don’t let the antiques scare you.
Ben and Ross buy all
sorts of well-priced
ornaments that are
darling, though you
may want to pick up a
new piece of Imari while
you’re at it. 2003 Fairview Road; 919755-1110; acquisitionslimited.com
Quintessentials
They have ornaments that will become
your heirlooms. The Alexan at North
Hills, 4209 Lassiter Mill Road; 919-7850787; shopquintessentials.com
NOFO @ the Pig
When in doubt go to NOFO for any and
everything. 2014 Fairview Road; 919821-1240; nofo.com
Bailey’s Fine Jewelry
Christopher Radko and more. Cameron
Village Shopping Center, 415 Daniels St.;
919-829-7337; baileybox.com
FLUFF UP YOUR WREATH
Davenport at Five Points
A week’s notice is appreciated, and they
are happy to use your ribbon. Prices start
at $35. 2007 Fairview Road; 919-8340336; davenportat5.com

Logan Trading
Company
Family-owned and
always reliable.
Prices start at $30.
Seaboard Station,
707 Semart Drive; 919828-5337; logantrd.com
NOFO @ the Pig
When in doubt go to NOFO – I think
you get it by now. 2014 Fairview Road;
919- 821-1240; nofo.com
Christ Church Greenery Sale
Pre-order various greenery, or buy
the day of the sale. Plus, there’s lots of
food to stock your own fridge or give
as gifts. December 6, 10 a.m. - 12noon;
120 E. Edenton St.; 919-834-6259; christchurchraleigh.org
AND THEN, TREAT YOURSELF …
House of Landor
Find the perfect outfit: Mary Beth Paulson has a flair for modern and stylish
high-end vintage clothing at affordable
prices. Located within Finds vintage furniture store, 2009 Progress Court; 919605-0982
Parlor Dry Bar
Blow out your locks – they have lots
of looks to choose from and glasses of
champagne to heighten the experience.
Crescent Cameron Village, 402 Oberlin
Road; 919- 665-9816; parlordrybar.com
Style Hawk
Personal stylists Helen Wallace and Alex
Long put it all together in a way that
jives with your own clothes. They’ve
got the magic touch. Appointments via
style-hawk.com
Toast
Spray on a holiday
glow here, where
you can choose
from several shades
of brown. I personally love their logo.
3040 Berks Way, #102;
919-523-2569;
toastarts.com

country
BIRTH OF A (BASKETBALL) NATION

Top: UNC-Chapel Hill men’s basketball coach Frank McGuire with players,
left to right: Pete Brennan, Joe Quigg, Lennie Rosenbluth, Bill Hathaway,
and Danny Lotz, circa 1956; Middle: Duke University head football coach
Wallace Wade with freshman football and Blue Devil basketball coach
Eddie Cameron; Bottom: North Carolina College Eagles 1943-44.
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Scan 1 in the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Photographic Laboratory Collection #P0031, North Carolina Collection Photographic Archives, The Wilson Library, University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill; courtesy of Duke Digital Archives (Wallace Wade and Eddie Cameron); Alex Rivera (NC College Eagles)

Raleighites

How a group of dreamers,
schemers, and other North
Carolinians gave birth to
modern basketball
by
SCOTT ELLSWORTH

North Carolinians possess an embarrassment of
basketball riches.

We are a land that can lay claim to Dean Smith and Jim Valvano, David Thompson and Michael
Jordan, Kay Yow and Big House Gaines, the Four Corners and the Cameron Crazies. The greatest
college basketball game ever played was won – sorry Kentucky – by a team from Duke, coached by
a fellow who is now the winningest coach in Division I men’s college basketball. During the past
twenty-five years, more Final Fours have been won by teams from North Carolina than any other
state, while hotshot high school players around the world go to sleep dreaming of playing on Tobacco Road.
But the Tar Heel State’s greatest contribution to basketball is one that is largely unheralded.
While it is true that basketball was invented in New England, and that the game was nurtured on
dusty Indiana barnyards and asphalt New York City schoolyards, something equally momentous
happened here. For it was in North Carolina that the modern game of basketball was truly born. It
was here that the potent mix of dazzling up-tempo play, spacious field houses, and red-hot regional
rivalries first came together on the state’s college basketball courts. Years before anyone had ever
heard of March Madness, we were already seasoned veterans.
In truth, North Carolina hadn’t always been basketball country.
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Both photographs: North Carolina Central University Archives, Records and History Center – James E. Shepard Memorial
Library, Durham, N.C.

N.C. COLLEGE EAGLES

Above: Coach John McLendon; Right: Norbert
“Slim” Downing and two of his North Carolina
College teammates, Richard Mack and
Walter Warmick, 1941.

Even though a future North Carolinian played in the first basketball game
ever, at Springfield College in Massachusetts in 1891, it took years for the college
game to grow roots in Tar Heel soil. Duke
did not field a team until 1905, North
Carolina 1910, and N.C. State 1914. By the
1920s, the Tar Heels had emerged as the
dominant force in basketball statewide.
Yet despite the prowess of the Tar Heels,
basketball still played second fiddle to
football in Chapel Hill, as it did throughout the state.
That would begin to change one winter afternoon in 1933.
A few years earlier, Duke had hired
a handsome Pennsylvanian named Eddie Cameron to help coach the freshman
football team. Along the way, he was also
given the job of coaching the Blue Devil
basketball team. Cameron proved to be a
talented, resourceful coach. Not only had
he stemmed the tide of losses against the
Tar Heels, but on January 31, 1933, Duke
hosted UNC in what proved to be one of
the most pivotal games in basketball history.
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The score of the game wasn’t particularly important. Duke won, 36 to 32.
What was important was the crowd.
The fans were everywhere. Even though
the Duke gymnasium was less than three
years old and was, with seating for three
thousand, one of the largest basketball
facilities in Dixie, it wasn’t even close to
being large enough. Tar Heel and Blue
Devil supporters came in droves, filling
every seat, blocking every aisle, and were
massed, by the hundreds, beneath each
goal. Some climbed up onto the slender
balcony that ringed the court, their feet
dangling below them, while others stood
on windowsills, waving banners, chewing tobacco, and screaming their lungs
out. Before the fire marshal was alerted, it was estimated that more than five
thousand spectators had crammed themselves into the Duke gym. College basket-

ball had caught fire in North Carolina.
The game also got Eddie Cameron –
and his boss, head football coach Wallace
Wade – to thinking. Two years later, they
approached the university administration with a proposal. What Duke needed, they said, was a new basketball facility, one that would keep up with what
surely would be the continued growth in
popularity of basketball. This one, they
said, should seat at least eight thousand.
Horace Trumbauer, the campus architect, was aghast. “For your information,”
Trumbauer sniffed, “Yale has in its new
gymnasium a basketball court with settings for 1600. I think the settings for
8,000 people is rather liberal.”
But the two Duke coaches were adamant, and they got their way. No mere
field house, the mammoth new structure
was so large that it was called the Duke

Indoor Stadium. With seats for 8,800, it
was the largest basketball facility in the
South. Wade and Cameron had found a
path to the future.
They weren’t, however, the only ones
to do so.
For right across town, in a shoebox-sized gymnasium on the other side
of Durham, a second basketball revolution was being launched.
On the surface, John McLendon
didn’t look like a basketball coach.
Small in stature, as a player he hadn’t
made either his junior high or high
school teams, much less played college
ball. And as the new basketball coach at the then
tiny North Carolina College for Negroes – now
North Carolina Central
University – he wasn’t going to attract much attention from sportswriters,
especially as an African
American coach in the
still-segregated South.
In truth, however, McLendon had
an unmatched basketball coaching pedigree. Not only had he been born and
raised in hoops-crazy Kansas, but as an
undergraduate at the University of Kansas, he had been the last student of James
Naismith, the inventor of basketball.
Moreover, McLendon had also literally sat at the feet of Phog Allen, and had

carefully studied the legendary Jayhawk
coach’s highly successful coaching methods.
What was even more impressive was
how McLendon took what he had learned
from Naismith and Allen and used them
to create a revolutionary new style of
basketball, one that featured a revved-up
fast-break, full-court-pressure defense,
and a conditioning program that was
decades ahead of its time. The old, slow,
two-handed set shot kind of basketball
had no place in McLendon’s new version.
During an era when most college
basketball teams scored perhaps forty or
maybe fifty points per game, McLendon’s
North Carolina College Eagles scored

“Before the fire marshal was alerted, it was estimated that more
than five thousand spectators had
crammed themselves into the Duke
gym. College basketball had caught
fire in North Carolina.”

Durham Herald Sun

seventy, eighty, ninety. The Eagles beat St.
Augustine’s 119-34. “Coach,” one winded
opposing player was heard to complain,
“they’re getting faster!” During the 194344 season, the Eagles were the highest
scoring college basketball team in the
country. Working alone in a tiny gym at a
small school that few North Carolinians,
not to mention most Americans, had ever
heard of, John McLendon was a basket-

DUKE DOCS

The Duke medical school basketball team, 1946.

Clockwise from right: Construction of Cameron Indoor Stadium at Duke University, 1940;
N.C. State University men’s basektball coach
Everett Case cuts down the net following a
1955 Atlantic Coast Conference tournament
game; In 1951, Duke hosted Temple University, the first interracial basketball contest at
the school. Temple African American starter
Samuel Sylvester (below) received a nearly
two-minute standing ovation from the crowd
when his playing time was up.

basketball players who were now
medical students at Duke. Held
in the North Carolina College
gymnasium on a Sunday morning, with a referee and a scorer
but no invited spectators, the Secret Game was a dangerous – and
gutsy – violation of Southern
segregation, as well as a true civil
rights milestone. But it was also
something else. Three years before Jackie Robinson desegregated Major League baseball, white
and black basketball players were
mixing it up in North Carolina.
On a quiet Sunday morning, McLendon had seen basketball’s future firsthand.

ball genius who had found the doorway
to the modern, fluid, fast-paced game.
Along the way, however, he broke another barrier, as well.
In March 1944, McLendon’s team
played a clandestine, racially integrated
game against a team of former college
62 | WALTER

When World War II ended, the
final elements of North Carolina’s basketball revolution were set in motion. N.C. State struck first, in 1946, hiring an Indiana high school coach named
Everett Case to improve the quality of
Wolfpack basketball. Instead they got a
human dynamo. Not only did his teams

rack up winning season after winning
season, but Case brought an infectious
enthusiasm for basketball that was unparalleled. He cooked up the idea for the
highly popular Dixie Classic basketball
tournament, and it was his teams that
introduced North Carolinians to cutting
down the nets after a tournament victory. Three years after Case arrived in Raleigh, N.C. State suddenly had a massive
new basketball facility, Reynolds Coliseum, with a seating capacity – 12,400 –
that was bigger than the Indoor Stadium
at Duke. The fans, many of them ex-servicemen, poured in.
The Tar Heels, meanwhile, had seen
enough.
In 1952, they lured a fast-talking
New Yorker named Frank McGuire, then
the coach at St. John’s, to Chapel Hill.
Frontloading his roster with talented city
boys, McGuire soon proved to be both a
worthy competitor for Case – and a perfect foil for his showmanship. “Don’t
shake hands when we meet before the
game,” Case once told McGuire. “Make
the fans think that we hate each other.”
The fans loved it. Five years after com-

University Archives Photograph Collections, UA 023.004 Image #0000052, Special Collections Research
Center, NCSU Libraries; Rare and Unique Materials (Everett Case); Repository: Duke University Achives.
Durham (Temple vs. Duke), NC. library.duke.edu/uarchives; Repository: Duke University Archives, Durham,
North Carolina, USA (Construction of Cameron).

BUILDING DYNASTIES AND
BREAKING BARRIERS

ing to Chapel Hill, McGuire’s team won
the 1957 NCAA championship – the first
ever won by an in-state team – defeating
a Kansas team led by Wilt Chamberlain
in triple overtime. North Carolina basketball had arrived.
There would, of course, be one other
issue to solve.
McGuire’s 1957 Tar Heels, like every
other team in the new Atlantic Coast
Conference, was all-white. It would take
the arrival of the Civil Rights movement
to change that, beginning first with Bill
Jones at Maryland in 1965. C. B. Claiborne came to Duke a year later. But it
would be the brilliant Charlie Scott, playing for UNC, who would finally drive the
nail into the coffin of segregated basketball in North Carolina.
Three years after Scott pulled on a
Tar Heel uniform for the last time, on Super Bowl Sunday 1973, Americans across
the country were treated to something
that few had ever seen before – a nation-

ally televised A.C.C. basketball game. The
game, between N.C State and Maryland,
was a barn burner that the Wolfpack
took on a game-winning shot by David
Thompson. But what amazed the more
than thirty million viewers all over the
country was the quality and passion of
the fast-breaking, full-court-pressuredefense, high-flying kind of college basketball, played by black and white players
together, in front of a packed, frenzied
audience. This was a whole new kind of
college basketball experience. Deeply impressed, viewers from California to Connecticut wondered if they might capture
some of this magic where they lived. They
also wondered where all of this had come
from.
John McLendon, Eddie Cameron,
Everett Case, and Frank McGuire could
have told them. So could all of those
fans standing on windowsills for the
Duke-Carolina game back in 1933.
We’d seen it before.
Now it would be America’s turn.

Scott Ellsworth is the author of The
Secret Game: A Wartime Story of Courage,
Change, and Basketball’s Lost Triumph. He
says he caught “the ACC disease” as a
graduate student at Duke in the 1970s.
The Secret Game (Little, Brown & Co.;
$27) tells the tale of North Carolina’s
long-buried athletic secret: a racially integrated college basketball game during
World War II. The book also tells a larger
story of the South, and the nation itself,
on the verge of monumental change.
Ellsworth will talking about the book and
signing copies at 7 p.m. Nov. 12 at Barnes
& Noble, 760 SE Maynard Rd., Cary, and at
7 p.m. Nov. 14 at the Regulator Bookshop,
720 9th St., Durham.

BMW M6

The Ultimate
Driving Machine®

SEDUCTIVELY POWERFUL.
Available in Coupe, Convertible and Gran Coupe, the 2015 M6 models make a stunning impression on the track
and the road. Visit Leith BMW for a test drive today.

Bring in this ad and receive $500 towards your next new vehicle purchase or lease.
Leith BMW 5603 Capital Boulevard | Raleigh, NC 27616 | 919.825.2967 | LeithBMW.com
$500 is only for new BMW vehicle purchases or leases. Magazine must be addressed to the customer to receive the offer. Offer expires 11/30/15.
Special lease and finance offers available by Leith BMW through BMW Financial Services. ©2015 BMW of North America, LLC. The BMW name,
model names and logo are registered trademarks. BMWP004894

WALTER profile

SHAVLIK

RANDOLPH

Resilience, determination…

staying power

W

by SETTLE MONROE

WHEN 6-FOOT-10-INCH, 240-POUND SHAVLIK RANDOLPH LUMBERS
into a Raleigh Starbucks, all eyes in the cafe look up. And up. And up.
Standing customers step aside to make room for him, and those in
line turn around as if to ask permission to go before him. The barista
can’t help but stare with a dropped jaw as he leans over the counter
to place his order.
But as soon as the 10-year NBA veteran nods in a friend’s direction,
flashes his wide, schoolboy grin and says with a familiar southern
spin, “I’ll have what she’s having,” we all exhale. We quickly forget
about all the eyes on him, and wonder if he ever noticed them at all.
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Shavlik, or Shav as he is often called, is used to having eyes fixed on him. Anyone in Raleigh who followed high school basketball in the early 2000s remembers
Randolph. His stats and stories from Broughton High School constantly filled the
sports section of the newspaper. His ability to drain a three-point shot on one play
and drive to the basket for a power-dunk on the next kept Broughton’s Holliday
Gymnasium packed with excited sports fans from across the state and eager college
coaches from across the country. Today, as a 31-year-old seasoned professional, it is
his resilience, determination, and staying power in an unforgiving sport that define
his legacy.
To folks who know Shav, it wasn’t ever his game-time accomplishments that
most impressed them. It was his work off the court, his Marine-like drive during
workouts and practices that set him apart. Shavlik recalls jumping rope in his driveway with weights on his ankles after practice before returning to the gym to get
in more shots before bed. “His workouts are legendary,” says longtime friend and
former teammate William Kane. “I’ve never met anyone who had such a vision for
what he wanted and then took the steps necessary to accomplish that vision.”
Shavlik’s mother, Kim Randolph, echoes Kane. “What was unique about Shavlik
is that he loved to practice. He enjoyed the thrill of getting better.” Kim Randolph
tells of Shavlik returning to the Broughton gym after dinner, where the night custodian would leave the light on for him. On many occasions, the custodian would
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Robert Willett, The News & Observer

“I have had so many bumps in the road.
well and never lose sight of who I am

But I have been able to weather them

and who I want to be.”

HOME COURT
Above: Shavlik Randolph at home
with his mother Kim Randolph and
grandmother Beverly Shavlik (Gigi).
Opposite: Known for his legendary
workouts, Randolph still holds alltime scoring and rebounding records
at Broughton High School.

stand in front of Shav, holding up a broom to play defense as Shavlik shot over the broom.
Randolph remembers, “From the time he was in the second grade, Shavlik said that he was
going to play in the NBA and that he wanted to be a professional basketball player.”
That work ethic and intense drive – coupled with his monstrous frame and stellar bloodline (his grandfather, Ronnie Shavlik, was an All-American at N.C. State in the 1950s) – led
Shav to break scoring, rebounding, and blocked shots records at Broughton, even surpassing
“Pistol” Pete Maravich’s single-game scoring record by scoring 50 points in a game. That
determination and focus is also what drove him to play at Duke University from 2002-2005.
And it is what ultimately carried him to achieve his childhood dream of playing in the NBA,
when in 2005 he signed his first professional contract with the Philadelphia 76ers.

Journeyman

While the start of his basketball career was highly publicized and followed, much of
Randolph’s last ten years of play has slid beneath the radar. Currently headed to China to
play for the Liaoning Flying Leopards, Shavlik has bounced around from team to team in
the NBA, the course of a true journeyman. He has played for five different NBA teams – the
Philadelphia 76ers, Portland Trailblazers, Miami Heat, Phoenix Suns, and Boston Celtics.
He has signed contracts ranging from 10 days to two years, and has often had to pick up and
move at a moment’s notice for a last-minute trade. Enticing contracts and the promise of
on-court action have lured Shavlik to China and Puerto Rico.
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“Shavlik has used every adversity as
asks, ‘How can I grow from this?
pursued what God has given him
As Shavlik describes his journey over the past decade, his relentless determination
shines through. In fact, it is actually this resolve that Shavlik cites as his highest accomplishment. “I have had so many bumps in the road. But I have been able to weather them
well and never lose sight of who I am and who I want to be.” Shavlik credits his faith, his
focus, and his genuine love of the game as the forces behind his ability to keep working
to meet his goal. It is the same goal he has had since he was an eight-year-old boy: to play
professional basketball.
But in the world of professional sports, there are no guarantees. Shavlik knows this
all too well. While playing for the Philadelphia 76ers in 2006, with only one season of
professional play under his belt, Shavlik suffered one of the worst injuries his coach, Maurice Cheeks, had ever witnessed. Shav, who had started the previous six games for the
team, came down on a teammate’s foot during practice and broke his ankle. It was a scene
that Shavlik will not soon forget. “I knew it was bad,” he recalls. “Everyone in the gym
dispersed. Some were even crying.” But before Shavlik left the gym on a stretcher that
afternoon, he turned around to face his team and flashed a big “thumbs up.”
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FOR THE LOVE OF PRACTICE
Opposite page, left: Coach Mike Hollis
encourages Shav in a moment of
frustration during practice in Sanford,
N.C.. Nate Yow, 14, looks on. Below:
Coach Mike Hollis teases Shavlik as he
stretches after practice as Shav’s longtime friend Terrell Southerland looks
on. Right: Always training, Shavlik
works out in his apartment gym.

an opportunity. He looks at the situation and
What can I do to move forward?’ He has
to do. And he has done it faithfully.”
Unfortunately, this ankle break would not be the last of his injuries. Recovery and
rehabilitation have been themes of Shavlik’s decade as a paid athlete. Today, Shavlik is
optimistic and proud of how he has handled the setbacks. “I have thrown myself into this
game, undergone surgeries and instability to keep playing. I have never had a guarantee
that all this work and rehab will pay off. But I am proud that I have and will continue to
give it my all.”
While his resolve has remained constant, he has made necessary adjustments to his
workouts and practice routines over the years. Now one of the more experienced players
in the league, Shavlik has become an expert on strengthening and protecting his body
and working smarter off the court. This is a sign of maturity, yes. It is a sign of a man who
knows who he is. It is also a sign of a man who knows what he needs to do to keep playing
basketball.
As an NBA journeyman, he has grown comfortable with stepping into a new situation
with little to no advance notice. For Shavlik, a basketball court is a basketball court. And a
chance to play is a chance to play. Besides, as a veteran player, he knows most of the players
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FOR THE LOVE OF FAMILY
Above: Shavlik’s mother Kim takes a photo of
him, his sister Kim, and brother Dexter during
his grandmother Gigi’s 79th birthday party at
the Carolina Country Club. Left: Mother and son
share a joke. Opposite: With a career in transition, Shavlik stores many of his shoes at his
mother’s home.

in the league. Many of them have become role
models and close friends.
Admittedly, when he showed up for his first
practice with the Boston Celtics in 2013, fresh
off the plane after a stellar season in China, it
was a bit nerve-wracking. Celtics small forward and ten-time All-Star Paul Pierce looked
at Shavlik as he walked onto the court and
mumbled, “Who is this?” Coach Doc Rivers
immediately responded, “This is Randolph. The
one who played at Duke.” With a short nod and
a “cool” from Pierce, Shavlik was quickly a part of the team. This is the way the business
works. “They get you in the system, and it’s off to the races,” Shavlik describes. Shavlik
says that he and Pierce are still “cool” to this day.

Grounded

Shavlik does not hesitate when asked about the hardest part of all of the travel required of him. “Oh, that’s easy. I hate to fly.” He avoids it at all costs. In fact, as he describes his panic during a plane’s takeoff, landing, and even the slightest amount of turbulence, visible sweat beads form around his brow. “Let’s change the subject,” Shavlik
jokes in a kidding-but-no-seriously kind of way.
Once safely grounded, Shavlik enjoys exploring new cities, countries, and cultures.
He lists Hong Kong and Shanghai as two of the most impressive places he has visited due
to their metropolitan vibes and high-tech amenities. “I never would have known how
much I love to travel and experience new people and places if basketball had not forced
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HOLIDAYS

me to do it. This is a part of who I am now.”
But there is one necessity that doesn’t fit in Shavlik’s suitcase (and no, it is not a
pair of his size 18 shoes). It is his piano. Shavlik, an avid music lover and longtime
Michael Jackson fan, can tickle the ivories as quickly as he can drive past a power
forward. His mother reports that Shav has played the piano in every hotel lobby he
has visited. Remarkably, he is self-taught and plays completely by ear.
But Shavlik has had many teachers in his life. He names Michael Jordan as his
ultimate basketball hero. Playing with Jordan in 2001 at a basketball camp in Santa
Barbara for national top players remains one of the highlights of his life. Younger

with the

THE DAY BEFORE THANKSGIVING

A Frozen Journey
WED, NOV 25 | 3PM

Bring the whole family to this one-hour
performance, featuring musical selections
from The Polar Express and Frozen, plus
much more. Be sure to arrive early to meet
our Snow Princesses and visit our popular
Instrument Zoo! Dress as your favorite
Frozen character or wear your jammies!

Tickets just $23!

THANKSGIVING WEEKEND

Holiday Pops

FRI, NOV 27 | 7:30PM
SAT, NOV 28 | 3PM

Join us for all your holiday favorites and
our popular sing-a-long, plus, new this year,
enjoy selections from Dr. Seuss’ How the
Grinch Stole Christmas, The Polar Express
and Frozen! Be sure to visit Santa in

the lobby before the performance!

A Baroque Christmas
FRI, DEC 4 | NOON & 8PM
SAT, DEC 5 | 8PM

Noon Concert Sponsors: The Cardinal
at North Hills, The Cypress of Raleigh
North Carolina Master Chorale
Celebrate the holiday season with
works from Bach and Handel,
including choral selections from
Handel’s glorious Messiah.

players in the NBA practically sit at Shav’s feet to hear stories of Jordan in his prime.
Shavlik also cites coach Mike Hollis, founder and president of NetWorks Basketball, as a constant inspiration to him both on and off the court. Hollis, who has
coached thousands of athletes, many of whom have gone on to play in college and
professionally, shares the same respect for Shav. “Today, Shavlik is a better, more
well-rounded basketball player. He has learned his lessons well. Shavlik has always
had a great skill set. And now he has the experience to go with it.” It’s Shavlik’s
character that sets him apart, he says, his off-court convictions and his unending
determination that leave the biggest mark. “Shavlik has used every adversity as an
opportunity. He looks at the situation and asks, ‘How can I grow from this? What
can I do to move forward?’ He has pursued what God has given him to do. And he
has done it faithfully.”
Today, Shavlik plans to continue to do what he has always done: play basketball.
While his pursuit has included his fair share of twists and setbacks, surprises and
uncertainties, to Shavlik, each is a step in his journey. The most recent step will take
him back to China where he recently signed the Liaoning Flying Leopards contract.
Beyond that, Shavlik is not sure where his journey will take him. But one thing is
certain, for a man who has dedicated his life to playing this game, the journey will
lead him home. And for Shavlik, home is anywhere he finds himself between the
rectangular lines on a wooden floor and a round, leather ball in his hands.

Cirque Musica
Holiday Spectacular
FRI, DEC 18 | 8PM
SAT, DEC 19 | 3PM & 8PM

Weekend Sponsor: Blue Cross
Blue Shield of North Carolina
This new show features your favorite
holiday music with spell-binding
grace and gravity-defying feats
from today’s greatest
circus performers.

New Year’s Eve
in Vienna

THUR, DEC 31 | 8PM

Ring in 2016 with all your favorite
Viennese waltzes, plus much more!

MEYMANDI CONCERT HALL, RALEIGH

Tickets selling fast—Buy Now!
ncsymphony.org | 919.733.2750
See participating sponsors at
ncsymphony.org/contribute

HEAR

Jeanne Jolly

J

Study in contrasts

SOUND CHECK

With yellow lab Lucy in the
background, Jeanne Jolly tunes up
before a show at Raleigh’s
Southland Ballroom.

by TRACY DAVIS

JEANNE JOLLY IS A JACK OF ALL TRADES, AND ALSO A STUDY IN CONTRASTS.
A classically trained vocalist, Jolly’s new record, A Place to Run, takes her
deep into country music territory. And while the Raleigh native may look like a
composed Southern Grace Kelly, on stage, she gets down, with powerhouse vocals evocative of Linda Ronstadt and the ethereal harmonies of Alison Krauss.
Jolly’s hometown release show for A Place to Run will take place downtown at
Lincoln Theatre later this month, and she’ll bookend that concert with three performances as a featured solo vocalist for the North Carolina Symphony’s trio of
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Thanksgiving holiday shows. Two are performances of traditional holiday songs, and the third, for children, features the
music of Frozen.
From soulful country originals to Elsa’s Let It Go – for
Jeanne Jolly, it’s all in a day’s work.
Growing up on an oak-lined street in Hayes Barton, Jolly
was an entertainer from the start. “I was always on,” she says.
“Doing impersonations, accents. I always loved making my family laugh.” Her parents’ favorite was a purposefully out-of-tune
rendition of The Star-Spangled Banner. Jolly would start on pitch
but then gradually “make it all go wrong, in ways that were just
agonizing to hear.”

She could get the notes right when she wanted to, though. Jolly
studied classical voice at Saint Mary’s School, then majored in
music at Western Carolina University before heading north to
the New England Conservatory of Music. There, she earned a
master’s degree in vocal performance. “In classical music,” Jolly
says, “there’s a perfection to it – a mark that’s there to hit, or
not.”
From Boston, Jolly moved to L.A., where she took a job as a
receptionist at a post-production house and quickly picked up
work as an in-house vocalist, doing commercial and television
spots. In time, she got her big break. The call came on a weekday
afternoon, from Grammy-award-winning jazz trumpeter Chris
Botti. He’d heard Jolly’s cover of Sting’s Fields of Gold and liked
it. Could she perform a song at his show that night?
“I learned the song in my car on the way to the venue,” Jolly
says. “I was beyond excited.” The show went well. So well that
Botti signed Jolly on for a ten-day East Coast tour. “She called
me from the bus,” says Chris Boerner, Jolly’s longtime musical
collaborator (and friend since kindergarten at Lacy Elementary). “She’s telling me who she’s on this bus with, and I was like,
‘Are you kidding me?’”
After the last show of the tour, Jolly recalls, “There I was,
saying goodbyes and taking pictures with everyone like it was
the end of summer camp.” Botti, puzzled, asked why. “He’s all:
‘What are you doing? You’re hired.’”

Figuring it out

Touring with Botti’s jazz elite for the next year and a
half proved heady stuff, and Jolly’s still grateful. “I sang Good
Morning Heartache in Carnegie Hall. In the audience was Ervin
Drake, who wrote it, together with his wife, whom he wrote
it about.” She shakes her head, remembering the moment. “My
parents were there for that.”
When the Botti gig ran its course, Jolly found herself back
in L.A., waiting tables at a sushi restaurant and working through
a classic bad breakup while pondering what to do next. At that
point, she recalls, she kept her plans simple: “I decided, ‘I’m going to listen to Waylon Jennings right now and have myself a
whiskey on my porch.’ And that’s when I started to peel off the
layers and figure out who I was.”
Her mother sent her a baritone ukulele, and Jolly dove into
writing her own songs, thinking harder about the kind of music
that moved her most. Her love of opera, Renée Fleming – but
also Emmylou Harris, Gillian Welch, Aretha Franklin. “I was
identifying the source. The strings. Learning the nuances.”
She found stray papers from those sushi days recently, while
packing for a move: orders on one side, fragments of would-be
A PLACE TO SING
Jolly’s music has evolved
on her newest abum,
A Place to Run.
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lyrics on the other. “It’s all salmon, eel, tuna, whoa!” she laughs.
“I remember how fresh and at the tip of my mind those thoughts
were. ‘I’m in L.A., but I’m not gonna stay. I’m in love, but it’s not
gonna last.’ I was waiting for the universe to tell me what to do.”
What came was a devastating call from Raleigh, giving Jolly
the news of her mother’s cancer diagnosis. From the start, they
knew that time was short. Jolly packed up and came home.
“When you lose someone,” she says, “your heart rips. Then
it grows back a little
bigger.” In her first release, the 2010 EP Falling in Carolina, Jolly
worked through that
grief. Writing those
songs “kept me up for
days,” she says. “I had
to write it. It was my
therapy. Then, I realized: I am a songwriter.”

A MOMENT IN TIME
Jolly started writing her own lyrics
at Deep South. The two have
on the back of sushi orders while
a yellow lab, Lucy.
waitressing in L.A.
So her latest, A Place
To Run comes, quite literally, from a new and different place.
That’s reflected in how the record was made. Says Boerner, who
produced it: “To make a record all at one time – to me, that’s
the definition of a record. Capture a moment in time. Capture
where you’re at, personally and emotionally, at that time.”
Recorded over four
intense days in Kernersville’s Fidelitorium Recordings, A Place To Run
was a marathon sprint.
No rehearsals. “You get
in the zone,” Boerner
says. Both he and Jolly
cite as a standout the last
night of recording, when they were laying down the final tracks
for Circles in the Sky. The song is inspired by Jolly’s mother. They
had plans for Phil Cook, the Megafaun musician, to add slide
guitar and lap steel after he arrived late in the evening from a
session working on his own record. “At around nine,” Boerner
recalls, “we send Phil a text. We say, we’re tired. Phil says, Nope!
He’s on his way. He shows up and brings this huge energy – and
closure – to the session. It somehow becomes refreshing to stay

“I had to write it. It was
my therapy. Then, I realized:
I am a songwriter.”

New purpose

Back in her hometown, writing her own music, Jolly found
new purpose. When grief began to lift, she says, “I had to find
my joy.” She released her first record, Angels, in 2012. Joy came
from other sources, too: Last October, she married her boyfriend of four years, Todd McLean, whom she met after a show
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up till 4 a.m.”
“All guitars, in this big, vibey room,” says Jolly. “It was an orchestra of guitars.” Imperfect, captured, a moment in time.
Jolly’s still mindful of the possibility of perfection, that “hit-or-miss mark”
from her classical days. Its beauty is sharp, precise – as alluring as ever. What’s
different now is that with her own songs – and the stories and experiences she
chooses to share through them – she has an ever-longer list of reasons to aim for
something different. Something more organic, rougher around the edges, more
honest. Because emotions are like that.
“Does the song match what’s in my head?” Jolly nods to herself; that’s what
she’s after, and she’s aiming true. “I want to find the emotional place I’m trying
to hit.”

“WE FEEL THAT THE RALEIGH SCHOOL ISN’T
JUST A PLACE FOR LEARNING, IT’S AN ENTIRE
EXPERIENCE, ONE THAT DOESN’T JUST EDUCATE
CHILDREN BUT HELPS BUILD CONFIDENT, KIND,
CREATIVE AND INFORMED YOUNG ADULTS.”

Allan and Maria Action, TRS parents

Now Scheduling Fall Admissions Tours
Preschool tours:
Dec 1., Dec. 8, Dec. 11
Elementary tours:
Nov. 9, Nov. 18, Dec. 1, Dec. 9
Elementary Parent Information Night
November 5th, 7 p.m.

HOME AGAIN

Jolly’s life experiences
make for a soulful new album.

A Place To Run release show
November 21; 7 p.m.; $15 in advance, $18 at the door;
Lincoln Theatre, 126 E. Cabarrus St.; lincolntheatre.com
Thanksgiving week performances with the North Carolina Symphony
Children’s show featuring the music of Frozen, November 25, 3
p.m., $23 and up; and performances featuring holiday classics,
November 27-28, 7:30 p.m. Friday and 3 p.m. Saturday, $42 and
up; all performances at Meymandi Concert Hall, 2 E. South St.;
ncsymphony.org

Please call 919-546-0788 (elementary)
or 919-828-5351 (preschool)
or email admissions@raleighschool.org to RSVP
1141 Raleigh School Drive | Raleigh, NC 27607
www.raleighschool.org

COMMUNITY. CHALLENGE.
INQUIRY. RESPECT.

CLASSICALLY
CHIC STYLE
BY THE NEW
AMERICAN FAMILY
OF FINE JEWELRY

LISA PHILLIPS FRANKEL,
PHILLIPS HOUSE DESIGNER

DANIELLE FRANKEL NEMIROFF,
PHILLIPS HOUSE DESIGNER

919.829.7337 | Raleigh’s Cameron Village | www.baileybox.com
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WHEN FRANK THOMPSON BOUGHT TWO WIDE LOTS IN CAMERON
Village in 1997, he knew what he wanted to build: A contemporary
home with room for entertaining and art, and windows tall and wide
enough to bring the outside in.
“It’s uplifting for me when I can see the sky,” he says. As the owner
of corporate event staging business AVMetro, Thompson had definite
ideas about his house should function, and why. It followed that its
style would be contemporary: “Architecture has to reflect the time,”
he says.
He’d already bought most of the furniture for the house he’d imagined, and had designed the pieces he couldn’t find. He also had an art
collection he was eager to showcase. About four years later, his striking modernist home was finished and furnished. “The home is really
about being a canvas for art,” he says today.
Built deep in the back of a raised terraced lot, the house manages
to remain invisible from the street, making for an especially stunning
entrance through a gate in the front garden wall. A massive oak,
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SIMPLICITY, ELEGANCE
Clockwise from top left: The living room features
furniture by B&B Italia and Antonio Citterio,
and lighting by Ingo Maurer. The orange rocking
chairs are by Eames. Thompson almost bought
Andy Warhol sunset silkscreens to hang above the
dining room table (which stands behind the low
wall), but decided instead on Anish Kapoor’s acid
etchings, which he found at Art Basel in 2005. The
Kapoor etchings replaced a “placeholder” he’d
made himself of saturated rectangles.
Walls of windows, made by Hope’s Windows
– which supplied Frank Lloyd Wright’s houses –
bring the outside in. “When the leaves are off the
trees, we can see the skyline” of Raleigh’s downtown in the distance, Thompson says. Driver loves
them too: “They’re really like your own painting,
beautiful day or night, in sunshine or thunder and
lightning.”
The couple was married in front of the memorable Golden Hinoki Cypress tree, which they chose
especially for the occasion. “There was originally
a Japanese maple,” Driver recalls. “I said, ‘I’m
not getting married in October in front of a bare,
spindly tree. We need something evergreen!’”
They found the distinctive Cypress at Architectural Trees in Bahama, N.C.. Wedding guests sat in
Thompson’s collection of 80-odd Eames chairs.
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likely planted in the ’50s, contrasts with the stark lines
of the house’s window-walls and narrow pool to create a
magical atmosphere.
As the house was underway, Thompson met his future
wife, Charman Driver, then a fundraiser for the North
Carolina Museum of Art. After they were married on
the front patio in 2000, she happily moved right in. “The
house was incredible,” she recalls. “I too am a minimalist.
We love the same things, and the same kind of art.”
But Driver brought her own energy and personality
into the house, introducing color – oranges and blues –
to a previously monochromatic scheme. She also added
her wide group of friends to Thompson’s close-knit crew,
making for interesting parties.
Eight years later, the couple welcomed an even livelier
addition: a baby girl, Delaney. At that point, the couple
moved into the house that still stood on the back lot of
the parcel, which Driver had been using for her business
as a Pilates instructor and wellness coach. They renovated it to accommodate their growing family, and the main
house became a venue for entertaining and for guests.
Though the family is now building a new home a couple of blocks away that will allow them to live and entertain all in one place, Thompson and Driver say they will
always love this spot. “What we love is the openness,”
Driver says. “The beauty of the space is really that the
outside can come in. It really does speak for itself.”
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BED, BATH, AND BEYOND
Clockwise from top left: The photo above the guest room bed is
by Larry Gianettino.
Thompson bought the unusual red chair sculpture, made by
Raleigh artist Paris Alexander out of spray foam insulation, at
an auction for Artspace. “It reminds me of the work of Dutch
design collectives like Droog,” Thompson says.
The black-walled powder room features a photograph of Andy
Warhol, taken by his boyfriend at the time, Thompson says.
The sleek bathroom fixtures are from Acorn Engineering, which
makes fixtures for prisons and other institutional settings.
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ATTENTION TO DETAIL
Clockwise from top left: The staircase seems
to float.
“I bought those at least 30 years ago,”
Thompson says of the bentwood chairs in a
downstairs hall. “They’re Danish.”
The minimalist kitchen features small works
by artist Michael Salter.
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ARTIST’S

spotlight

DUANE RAVER
Illustrating wildlife

D

by LIZA ROBERTS

DOWN A PEBBLY ROAD, IN A WOOD-FRAMED STUDIO IN A RURAL CORNER
of Garner, wildlife artist Duane Raver is perfecting a swan. Its wings
stretch across his canvas, feathers precise in number, formation, and
color. The brush he uses to define them is tiny, and so are the bits of
acrylic paint he dabs from the dented palette he’s made out of an old
cardboard box.
photographs by NICK PIRONIO

STRAIGHTFORWARD SURROUNDINGS
Raver’s studio, which he shares with his
daughter Diane, a taxidermist.

Wild creatures with glassy eyes watch him
work. Bears, ducks, fish, deer, buffalo, zebra. A
giraffe. They are the work of Raver’s daughter,
noted taxidermist Diane Raver Braswell, whose
career was inspired by her father’s work, and
now inspires his own.

The swan taking shape before Raver, 88, displays the
skill that has made him one of the most successful and beloved southern wildlife artists of his time. His meticulous and
beautiful illustrations have graced hundreds of magazine covers, including more than 200 for Wildlife in North Carolina,
a magazine the former fishery biologist managed and then
edited from 1960 - 1979. His depictions are so accurate that
they also fill reference books like Fisherman’s Guide: Fishes of
the Southeastern United States. But it’s his love of the wildlife he
paints in their native habitats that elevates his work to another level. He has been the N.C. Wildlife Federation’s Wildlife
Artist of the Year four times and has collected too many other awards to mention, including The Order of the Long Leaf
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Pine, one of the state’s highest honors.
“I admire him very much,” says Bob Timberlake, the famous North Carolina wildlife artist and home furnishings
designer. “He’s almost like a mentor to me. I admire his giving
ways, and his ability as an artist. He’s humble, and truly gifted.”
Kudos and honors are not in much evidence in the modest,
cedar-smelling studio Raver shares with his daughter. Like his
homemade palette, his surroundings are simple, purposeful,
well-worn. Inspiration takes the form of his daughter’s menagerie, work by fellow artists, and a glimpse of the outdoors
through ample windows. The wooded acreage that forms the
Raver family compound – he and his wife Mary live beside
their two grown daughters and their families (their son lives
in Apex) – is teeming with wildlife. Deer and screech owls,
hawks and songbirds live here; others make regular visits.
Outside, down a short hill from the terraced gardens Raver
tends, Swift Creek makes its windy journey south to join the
Neuse River before eventually meeting up with the Pamlico
Sound.

“AS DETAILED AS I CAN”
Above: Raver perfects a swan painting
to commemorate Lake Mattamuskeet’s
Swan Days; Below: A print of an earlier
Mattamuskeet painting is among a collection of his watercolors.

The swan that Raver’s working on flies in
a sky not far from where that creek is headed.
It swoops above Lake Mattamuskeet, on the
Albemarle-Pamlico Peninsula. Like almost all
of Raver’s work these days, the painting has a
particular purpose. He’s making it for (and donating it to) the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
which will use it to commemorate Swan Days.
The annual early December event celebrates
the return of tundra swans and other wildlife
to North Carolina’s largest natural lake. Raver’s
painting will be auctioned Dec. 5 to benefit the
Mattamuskeet National Wildlife Refuge, and
will be reproduced with limited-edition prints
and on T-shirts. But not before Raver gets it
just right.
Not that there’s any danger of another
outcome, as his reputation attests. “It’s not just
that the details are very accurate,” says Pete
Campbell, who manages the refuge, reveres
Raver’s work, and has come to know him from
the artist’s regular visits to the lake to watch
the wildlife. “There’s a warmth and a feeling of familiarity”
to Raver’s work that lovers of the outdoors particularly appreciate, Campbell says. “It’s a tough balance. You can be very

accurate and create textbook-quality paintings, but it’s got to
have a presence to it. His artwork exudes that time and place
he’s trying to capture.”
That magical quality, in part, is what inspired his daugh87 | WALTER

THE FINER POINTS
Raver holds a watercolor he painted as a 16-yearold boy.

ter Diane to become one of a handful of women taxidermists
in the state. “I was exposed to watching him paint from early
on, and the subject of wildlife kind of stuck with me,” she
says. So did a love of animals, which her father also helped
spark with regular weekend visits to Raleigh’s North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences, where he took her behind
the scenes and showed her the animals, live and preserved.

Tireless, timeless

“It’s been an interesting few months,” Raver says on a recent fall morning. He’s been particularly busy: preparing for
the N.C. State Fair, where he will paint and meet the public for several days, as he has every year for 35 years; signing
calendars at his friend Bob Timberlake’s gallery; being interviewed by journalists who want to tell his story.
Raver’s low-tech, straightforward surroundings – a
small, ancient radio; the no-nonsense plastic boxes and filing
cabinets that form his archives; the to-do reminders masking-taped to his easel; a monthly pictorial wildlife calendar
for keeping appointments – are timeless, and somehow also
outside of time, like his art itself.
Raver is a North Carolinian by choice. Born in Newton,
Iowa, in 1927, Raver arrived in 1950 to take a job as a fishery
biologist with the state Wildlife Resources Commission and
never left. He’s been drawing and painting his entire life. At a
very young age, earlier even than kindergarten, “I discovered
that I had a God-given talent.” And an obvious subject: the
natural world.
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“I don’t remember when I didn’t love the outdoors,” he
says, and the creatures in it. “Fish, birds, everything.”
The first fish Raver ever painted, a black crappie, was one
he’d just caught near a friend’s cabin at Bad Axe Lake, Minnesota. It hadn’t been out of the water an hour when “I flopped
that fish up on the kitchen table in the cabin,” he says, and
painted it with watercolors he carried “in a little tin box.” He
was 16.
Today, Raver’s hands pull that very black crappie painting
out of the filing cabinet beside his easel. On a page ripped
from a drawing pad, the 71-year-old watercolor is as fresh and
vibrant as if it were just made. There are more watercolors

from those early years: a 1949 walleye, caught in Spirit Lake,
Iowa. A 1946 white crappie from Spring Lake, Iowa, which for
the first time he laid on the page and carefully traced before
painting. “It ended up in the frying pan after that, I’m sure,”
he says. It was only later that Raver learned – thanks to his
precise tracing – that the fish was actually one of the largest
white crappies ever caught in the state.
He does have a knack with fish, which are his first love.
Today he paints them mostly on wooden boat paddles that a
carpenter friend makes. He sells them on commission; He’s
preparing a few to bring
to the Fair, too, but knows
they’ll be gone within a few
hours.
Raver smiles when asked
to describe his work. “I don’t
consider myself necessarily
an artist,” he says, “so much as an illustrator.” His steady work
for decades and regular honors mostly reflect industriousness, he suggests. “I wasn’t all that great, but I was available.”
Ask him about his training, and he’ll throw his head back and
laugh. A six-week painting course as a high-schooler, during
which he painted an orange and a banana, represents the sum
total of his artistic schooling. Since then, it’s been “a seat-ofthe-pants, trial-and-error, hope-for-the-best kind of thing,”
he says.

He says the finer points command his focus: His work
is “as detailed as I can make it,” he says, “As close to the actual critter as I can … Count the feathers,” he says of his bird
paintings. “They’re right.” Fish: “Count the scales: They’re
correct.” He pulls out the 1984 Fisherman’s Guide: Fishes of the
Southeastern United States, which is so precise it was used by
the University of Tennessee as a fish identification textbook.
Despite this precision, Raver says he’s never completely
happy with his work. “I’ve never done a painting I was totally
satisfied with,” he says. “There are several things I wish I could
do differently. I’ve tried to
improve them to be more
exact, particularly when
they’re for publication.”
Sometimes his daughter’s
animals provide the models
for his work; sometimes he
goes into the N.C. State archives for preserved fish specimens,
which are helpful for accurately depicting scales, but not for
color. For that, he relies on scientists’ notes, and his own.
For the swan on the canvas before him, Raver’s got photographs, preserved specimen on the walls around him, and his
own detailed knowledge. He dabs the canvas, but thinks he
ought to stop. “There comes a time,” he says, “and I’ve learned
this, when you’ve got to leave good enough alone.” He scans
the painting, assessing. “I try the best I know how.”

“Practice doesn’t make perfect,
but it helps.”
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Chef RYAN CONKLIN’S

Haute

hospital cuisine

I

by KATHERINE CONNOR
photographs by LISSA GOTWALS

IN THE COMING SEASON OF CELEBRATION AND INDULGENCE, A VISIT TO
the hospital is not on most folks’ to-do list. But for some savvy Raleighites, the hospital is exactly where they’re headed, and not to
tend to an ailment or visit a loved one. They’re going to the hospital
for Thanksgiving dinner.
“I was at the farmers market demonstrating pickling when a
woman approached and said she came to Rex last Thanksgiving for
our phenomenal holiday meal,” says Rex Hospital chef Ryan Conklin. “This is happening more and more. We have a real culinary culture here. We’re not serving typical hospital fare.”
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INSPIRING EXCELLENCE
Executive chef Ryan Conklin (smiling in center) in the Rex kitchen
with members of his team, from left, Collin Jennings, Christian
Scott, and Ian Krohl.

The wider world agrees. For almost seven years at Rex, Conklin has been collecting accolades. Most recently, he beat out a
fleet of 16 top restaurant chefs for the grand prize in the Triangle’s Got to be NC cooking competition. He’s won two gold
medals at the Association for Healthcare Foodservice Culinary
Competition, and even helped get Rex on Conde Nast Traveler's
list of Nine Great Meals in Unexpected Places.
“When it comes to dining,
hospitals are great places to get
crushed ice and little else,” Conde
Nast Traveler wrote. But Conklin and his boss, Jim McGrody,
Rex director of culinary and
nutrition services, “apply (their)
Culinary Institute of America training to hospital food,” the
magazine wrote, “and serve up salmon (pan seared, not microwaved) and risotto with blueberry panna cotta for dessert. Kind
of makes you think maybe you should fly to Raleigh and get that
cough checked out, doesn’t it?”
It’s that kind of recognition that hints Conklin just might be
succeeding at his unlikely mission “to reinvent hospital food.”
A visit to the Rex Hospital kitchens will turn a skeptic into a

believer. No hairnet-wearing lunch ladies, mashed potatoes, or
defrosted broccoli here. Instead, Conklin keeps it all as fresh
and personal as possible. All of his pizza dough is made from
scratch. Herbs come fresh from the garden he planted in the
hospital courtyard. Recipes are ever-changing. The results resemble a chalkboard menu at your favorite local café, featuring
lime-and-ginger-glazed salmon, fresh caprese salad, or madeto-order omelettes. “We have
a standard here,” Conklin says.
“And I keep to that standard.”
Getting there hasn’t been
easy. When Conklin arrived at
the Rex kitchen – which prepares about 4,500 meals a day
for 400 in-room patients, two cafés, four doctors’ lounges, multiple day care centers, rehab centers and more – he found little
cooking talent in the kitchen, poor cooking techniques at work,
and a culinary system that was simply not built around cooking.
“How do we take a culinary experience and recreate it here?,”
Conklin asked himself.
The first thing the former Four Seasons Hotel chef did was
get rid of the deep fryer, making Rex the first hospital in the

“Our mission was to reinvent
hospital food.”
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A NOTCH ABOVE
Left: Stock from cooked collard greens is used to marinate
porkloin. Above: The assembly line for hospital room service is
anything but average where cooked-to-order meals are the norm.

South to make that move. Conklin wanted to show that there’s a
better, healthier way to cook. Instead of fried chicken and french
fries, Conklin offered up dishes like roasted potatoes with rosemary and sea salt or grilled chicken with spinach, mozzarella,
basil, and roasted bell pepper coulis.
And he got creative with logistical hurdles, like the fact that
food for patients needs to travel for about 30 minutes before
it reaches its destination. Different methods of braising meat,
for instance, have
now made it possible for him to offer
c o o ke d - to - o r d e r
steaks even for folks
in the hospital’s far
corners.
He instilled knowledge and excitement. “A great perk to my
job is inspiring others and keeping it fun,” says Conklin. He encouraged chefs to learn how to do new things, like cure bacon,
grow basil, or make a sourdough starter.
He sparked seasonal menus by holding tastings of local
strawberries, heirloom tomatoes, and other produce for his
kitchen crew. He launched themed culinary weeks like a pork
week that included porchetta, BLTs with house-cured bacon,
and pork belly flatbreads with pickled vegetable slaw.

And he broadened the kitchen’s perspective with key hires.
Conklin’s team now includes folks from multiple ethnic and cultural backgrounds, and he encourages them all to share their
own culinary knowledge and to explore creative recipes. He’s
also brought on chefs from Raleigh’s thriving restaurant scene,
hiring employees who previously worked at places like Pinehurst Resort and Solas in downtown Raleigh.
Chef Franco Licciardi previously owned a local Italian
restaurant and now
works in the kitchen alongside Conklin. “I was on the
plane in California
reading about the
culinary program
at Rex thinking, ‘I had no idea this was in my hometown of
Raleigh,’” Licciardi says. “I came home from that vacation and
applied for a job and the rest is history.”
Rex’s elevated reputation is attracting all kinds of attention.
“When you’ve built a reputation of being good, people want to
be a part of that,” Conklin says. “I have culinary students that
want to do their internships here instead of the Umstead,” he
adds with a laugh. “That’s never happened before!”
It’s all gone so well that Rex is now training other health

“You get a more personal interaction here
than you do in a restaurant kitchen. And I
love that part of my job.”
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FLAVORFUL AND EXCITING
A kitchen staffer prepares caprese
sandwiches with fresh basil at lunch.

care facilities around the country how to create a culinary system that includes real food and an epicurean approach. “Just
because you’re in a hospital the food doesn’t have to be bad
or bland,” he says. “It can be flavorful, it can be exciting.” He
has spoken at several conferences and met with hospital administrations from Denver to San Diego, all to help inspire
and “inject a culinary passion back into their cooks.” Conklin
believes a hospital kitchen’s success has to start from the top,
with an administration and mission that is truly focused on
patient-centered care.
That kind of focus is apparent at Rex. “All the successes go
back to our culture,” says Jim McGrody, director of the hospital’s culinary and nutrition program. “We found people who
really care about food and what they were cooking. I see the
Rex program as a nationwide leader. Our goal is to make the
patients feel better. If you just care a little bit, you can serve
good food.”

I

n an office filled with books like The Escoffier
Cookbook: A Guide to The Fine Art of Cookery, The
Art of Fermentation, and The Ballymaloe Cookbook,
chef Ryan Conklin is eager to talk not only about
cooking, but about food as a way of life and a connection to a wider community.
Growing up in New York with two working
parents, Conklin says there was little time in his
childhood for elaborate meals, but thanks to his
grandfather, Thomas J. Smith, his interest in food
was sparked. Smith cooked with passion, introduced Conklin to new dishes, gave his grandson
cookbooks and a subscription to Food & Wine, and
ultimately inspired his decision to attend the prestigious Culinary Institute of America. To this day,
when Conklin eats tomato, mozzarella, and basil,
he says he thinks of his grandfather.
After the CIA, Conklin worked at The Four Seasons
Hotel in Manhattan before moving to Limerick, Ireland to work in a small bistro. He learned to shop
for seasonal products from small local markets
there, and fell in love with Irish cooking. Returning to his native roots in the Hudson Valley as the
executive chef of a high-volume restaurant, Conklin
struggled to balance family life with a difficult
working environment. The solution – working for
the health care industry – hadn’t occurred to him.
But a stint in New York managing a health care facility led him to discover he enjoyed leading a team.
“You get a more personal interaction here than
you do in a restaurant kitchen. And I love that part
of my job.”
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IRISH-STYLE RACK OF LAMB
Serves 6-8

“For me, rack of lamb has a very dear meaning. (It’s) something I would cook
for my mother. That, to me, is what the ultimate holiday option is.”
2 racks of lamb, trimmed of most of the fat, Frenched bones (the butcher
can do this for you)

•

D I A M O N D S , E S TAT E A N D
A N T I Q U E J E W E L RY

•

LOOSE DIAMONDS OF ALL
SHAPES AND SIZES

•
•
•

C E RT I F I E D A P P R A I S A L S
E X P E RT J E W E L RY R E PA I R S
WE BUY DIAMONDS,
G O L D A N D P L AT I N U M

DOWNTOWN RALEIGH SINCE 1949

307 S. WILMINGTON STREET
919.832.3461
r e l i a b l e j e w e l r y. c o m

2 tablespoons whole-grain mustard
2 cups breadcrumbs
3 garlic cloves, minced
¼ cup fresh parsley, minced
¼ cup fresh rosemary, minced
Salt and pepper to taste
Preheat your oven to 425 degrees.
Score the fat side of the lamb with the tip of your knife to make a lattice
pattern. This will help hold the coating during the final roasting. Cover
the exposed bones tightly with aluminum foil (this will prevent them from
burning while roasting and help with the final presentation).
Season the lamb with salt and pepper. Place the racks in a small roasting
pan in the oven, fat-side-up for about 12 minutes. Immediately remove,
and cool to room temperature.
While the lamb is roasting, in a small bowl, combine the breadcrumbs,
garlic, herbs, and a pinch of salt and pepper.
Brush a thin layer of mustard completely over the fat side of the lamb.
With your hand, press a nice layer of the breadcrumb mixture on top of
the mustard. Make sure the mixture adheres to the lamb rather firmly with
your hand.
For the final roasting, return the lamb to a 375-degree oven.
Place in a roasting pan, breadcrumb side up, for an additional 12-15 minutes, or until it reaches an internal temperature of at least 125 degrees (for
a medium rare).
Remove lamb from the oven and remove aluminum foil from the top. Let
the racks rest for about 8-10 minutes before slicing.

cream; bring to a simmer. Adjust
seasoning as needed.
To serve, ladle soup into bowls.
Place about 1 tablespoon of the
apple-horseradish mixture on
top, and finish with chives in the
center of each bowl.

COLCANNON POTATOES
Serves 6-8

PARSNIP SOUP WITH
APPLE, HORSERADISH,
AND CHIVES
Serves 6-8

“Growing up, we lived with (my grandfather) and he always used to cook parsnips for
Thanksgiving. And we hated them! The smell
of them – everything – we hated them. And
all those years we actually used to make fun
of them. And then, as I became a chef, I realized these are really good and we don’t make
them enough. When I can promote parsnips,
I can promote what (my grandfather) shared
with me.”

“After living in Ireland for some
time, (colcannon) was just a normal thing there. But here (in the
South), no one knew what it was. It’s like
the mac’n’cheese of Ireland. This is one of
my favorite things to both cook and eat. For
a nice local twist, you can even substitute
sweet potatoes. It’s important that you add
equal parts greens to potatoes. This should
look more like a hash, rather than a mashed
potato. Irish soul food at its best!”

1 pound shredded green cabbage, scallions,
shaved Brussels sprouts or shredded kale
1 cup milk
½ cup unsalted butter

1 small onion, diced

Salt and white pepper, to taste
Cover the potatoes with one inch of cold
water and bring to a boil. Simmer until
potatoes are tender, about 20 minutes.
Drain potatoes and reserve.
In a medium saucepan, cook bacon on
medium heat until it starts to crisp. Remove the bacon with a spoon and add
scallions, shredded cabbage, kale, or
Brussels sprouts. Cook this mixture on
medium heat for about 5 minutes in the
rendered bacon fat, stirring often. Remove from the heat.
In a large bowl, slightly mash the potatoes, but not all the way – you want some
chunks. Add the cooked greens, scallion,
and bacon and mix well. Add butter, salt,
and white pepper.

1 garlic clove, minced
Salt and pepper, to taste
5 cups chicken stock or low sodium chicken broth
⅔ cup heavy cream
1 tablespoon minced chives, for garnish
For the garnish
Mix together in a small bowl and reserve
½ cup sliced apple, julienned

Exclusive catering
from Irregardless Café

½ pound bacon, diced

2 pounds parsnips, peeled and sliced

2 teaspoons curry powder

~ Weddings
~ Corporate Events
~ Seating up to 250 guests
~ On-site parking
~ Inside the Beltline

2 pounds russet potatoes, peeled and
halved

1 tablespoon butter

1 teaspoon ground cumin

A Graceful Portrait
of Southern Elegance.

(919) 594-3029
3300 Woman’s Club Dr.
Raleigh, NC

glenwoodclub.com

1 teaspoon horseradish, grated
1 teaspoon extra-virgin olive oil
In a large saucepan, melt butter over low
heat. Add parsnips and onions and cook
until they are tender, about 10 minutes.
Add spices, garlic, salt, and pepper. Cook
this for 2 more minutes, stirring frequently.
Add the stock and simmer gently for
about 20 minutes, or until parsnips are
tender.
Transfer the soup into a blender and
process in small batches until velvety
smooth. If it is too thick, add more stock.
Return soup to saucepan and whisk in

irregardless
C A F E

&

C AT E R I N G

LATE NIGHT
JAZZ CLUB
Irregardless Café and Catering
www.irregardless.com
901 W Morgan St, Raleigh NC
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ESSENTIAL INGREDIENT

Talkin’ TURKEY

E

by KAITLYN GOALEN

EACH YEAR AROUND OCTOBER, I BEGIN TO THINK ABOUT WHAT I’D LIKE
TO make for Thanksgiving. There are some stalwarts that make it into
the menu every year (my grandmother’s chile-cheese dip, a sweet potato-cardamom-coconut pie from a cookbook I edited, cornbread
stuffing), and then I start scouring the websites and cookbooks of
my favorite authors for more inspiration. I look to Nigel Slater, the
British author, for vegetable inspiration; I lean on Ina Garten or Julia
Child for a reliable mashed potato recipe. One by one, my meal is
planned down to the very last dish, until all that’s left is the turkey.
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photographs by JILLIAN CLARK

And that’s when I lose interest. I make turkey once a year, for
Thanksgiving. I’ve run the gamut of techniques, from roasting
whole to spatchcocking, from grilling to even frying. Always, the
end result is good, but never enough to make the ingredient stand
out for me. Even at its best, turkey leaves me unmoved.
So last year, I began to think about turkey beyond the context
of the Thanksgiving table. Once you bypass the zillion Norman
Rockwell-worthy turkey recipes in the world, you get to turkey
mole, a rich Oaxacan dish that is arguably the second most iconic
way to cook these plump birds.
The sauce is notorious for representing one of the few savory
uses of chocolate. Along with a laundry list of spices and chiles,
it’s thickened with nuts or seeds and used as a braising liquid for
whatever protein is on hand: Historically, that was wild turkey.
I made a version of the dish using turkey breast and was
TURKEY MOLE
Serves 8-10
Quite a few of the steps in this recipe are dedicated to creating the spice
mixture and the sauce. It may seem
finicky to grind your own spices, but
don’t take shortcuts – the result is so
much better than what you’d get with
a pre-ground version. With regard to
the chiles, you can mix and match
with different varieties. Leftovers of
this dish will freeze beautifully.
1 acorn squash
Salt and freshly ground black pepper
Canola oil
10 dried ancho chiles
10 dried guajillo chiles
10 dried chiles de árbol
4 tablespoons sesame seeds
1 teaspoon aniseed
1 teaspoon black peppercorn
1 teaspoon cacao nibs
½ teaspoon whole cloves
1 teaspoon dried thyme
½ teaspoon dried oregano
2 dried bay leaves
1 cinnamon stick, crushed with the
flat side of a knife
3 cups boiling water
½ cup raisins
2 cups cubed stale bread or cornbread
4 to 5 cups chicken or turkey broth
1 onion, diced
Cloves from 1 head garlic, minced
1 15-ounce can diced tomatoes

2 turkey breast halves
Rice for serving
Preheat the oven to 350°. Halve the
acorn squash lengthwise. Scoop out
the seeds and rinse under cold water,
removing any fibers. Dry on paper
towels and reserve. Rub the insides of
the squash halves with 1 tablespoon
of the oil, and season with salt and
pepper. Place cut-side up on a foillined baking sheet and bake for 30
minutes. Flip the squash and bake for
another 20 minutes. Remove from the
oven and let cool. Leave the oven on.
Remove the stems from the chiles.
Scrape out the seeds, and reserve.
Tear the flesh of the chiles into pieces
and set aside. In a medium skillet over
medium heat, toast the chile seeds
and the sesame seeds until fragrant,
about 2 minutes. Transfer to a spice
grinder. To the skillet, add the aniseed, black peppercorn, cacao nibs,
and cloves and toast until fragrant,
about 1 minute. Transfer to the spice
grinder, along with the thyme, oregano, bay, and cinnamon. Grind the
spices to a powder, and set aside. (Alternatively, you could grind the spices
with a mortar and pestle.)

blown away. Here was a recipe that I could revisit throughout
the year. Here was the turkey dish that could convert me. And
since then, I’ve made more versions of the recipe, tweaking and
refining until I’ve reached an iteration that I love. Now, as we
approach Thanksgiving and I’m thinking about my menu, it’s
dawned on me that my mole recipe, meant to be my antidote to
the classic American turkey, actually shares plenty of DNA with
the Thanksgiving table. From the squash to the warming spices of cloves and cinnamon; from the stale, stuffing-like bread to
the gravy-esque consistency of the sauce: this mole is the ultimate
mash up, a one-pot Thanksgiving.
It’ll never replace the annual spread of options for my family,
but it’s extended my lease on turkey, allowing me to see it as more
than a centerpiece.

brown, about 2 minutes. Transfer to
the plate with the raisins and squash.
Drain the chiles, reserving 1 cup of
the liquid. In a high-powered blender,
add the chiles, squash seeds, raisins,
bread, ½ cup of the chile liquid, and
2 cups broth. Carefully puree into a
thick sauce, adding more of the remaining ½ cup chile liquid if needed.
Set aside.
Peel the roasted squash flesh from its
skin and place in a bowl. Add 1 cup of
broth and 1 teaspoon salt, and whisk
together to combine into a smooth
puree. Set aside.
Heat 2 tablespoons of oil in a large
Dutch oven. Season the turkey breasts
generously with salt and pepper. When
the oil shimmers, add the turkey, skin
side down, and sear until golden, 7
to 8 minutes per side. Transfer the
breasts to a cutting board. Add the
onions to the pan and cook, stirring
occasionally, until translucent and

softened, about 6 minutes. Add the
garlic and stir until fragrant. Add the
reserved spice mixture and 1 teaspoon
salt and stir until well coated, about 1
minute. Add the diced tomatoes and
stir, scraping up any browned bits
from the bottom of the pan. Add the
chile sauce and the squash puree and
whisk well to combine. If the sauce is
very thick, add 1 to 2 cups broth. Return the turkey breasts to the Dutch
oven and submerge them in the
sauce. Bring the mixture to a simmer,
then cover and transfer to the oven.
Bake for 45 minutes to 1 hour, stirring
every 20 minutes, until a thermometer inserted into the center of each
turkey breast reaches 150°.
Remove from the oven, remove the
lid, and let rest for 20 minutes. Transfer the turkey breasts to a cutting
board and thinly slice (or pull, if you
prefer) the meat.
Return to the pot with the sauce and
stir to distribute. Serve over rice.

Add 2 cups oil to the skillet and heat
until it reaches 300° on a thermometer. Add the chile pieces to the oil in
batches, frying for about 20 seconds
per side. Use a slotted spoon to transfer the chiles to a heatproof bowl.
When you’ve fried all the chiles, add
the boiling water to the bowl and
weigh down the chiles with a heavy
pan to keep them submerged. Soak
for 15 minutes.
Return the oil to 300°. Add the reserved squash seeds and raisins and
fry for 90 seconds. Transfer to a paper-towel-lined plate. Add the cubed
bread to the oil and fry until golden
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VARMINT BITES BACK

A secondHOME
by DEAN MCCORD

WE GO TO RESTAURANTS FOR A LOT OF REASONS. WE WANT TO BE FED
something decent, something tasty and nourishing. Sometimes we
want to try out a hot new joint so we can tell our friends how great
(or disappointing) it was. Or we want to celebrate, perhaps with a
romantic dinner for two at a white tablecloth sort of place – or with
the boys (or girls) for steaks and martinis. But the place we probably
all like the most is the one that makes us feel at home. Where we feel
like a regular, even if we don’t go very often. The moment we walk
photographs by NICK PIRONIO
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AMONG FRIENDS
This page: Memorabilia from the original owners and a view of
the main bar. Opposite page: The Players Retreat on Oberlin Rd. at
Hilllsborough St.

into such a place, we truly can leave our worries behind. In such a
place, I exhale, relax, and know I’m around friends, even if I don’t
know a soul in the place. This type of place knows how to put its
customers at ease.
There may not be any other place in Raleigh that represents
this ideal more than The Players Retreat, that institution literally
a stone’s throw away from the N.C. State campus. The P.R., as it is
generally known, has been a sanctuary for Wolfpack fans for 64
years. Its owner, Richard “Gus” Gusler, is not a mere fan, but a
true fanatic – he refuses to attend any sporting events in Chapel
Hill. Yet with all that State reverence, the P.R. will still welcome
a Tar Heel fan, even when he’s dressed in full UNC garb. As long
as he expects a little ribbing.
Wolfpack Red or Carolina Blue. Republican or Democrat.
Lawyer, teacher, electrician, or ditch digger. It just doesn’t matter
at the P.R., where everyone is a friend. “I just care about the color
green,” Gusler joked, which we all know is not the truth. He’s not
beholden to the almighty dollar, putting profit ahead of all else.
No, Gusler’s motivations are far more basic. It’s about people,
tradition, camaraderie – and, of course, good food and drink.
Gusler has been in the people business for a long time. As
the student body president of N.C. State in the early ’70s, he led
marches of thousands of students to the state capitol building,
protesting the Vietnam war. He started a series of campus “coffeehouse parties,” where free beer, not coffee, was dispensed by
student government officials.

The moment we walk into such a place, we truly can leave our worries behind.
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REGULARS
The Players Retreat crowd on a recent sunny day is a calm one compared to the fans that pack it full on game days.

And it was during his student years that Gusler began his
relationship with the P.R. “It’s where I had my first taste of beer
in 1967,” he says. During his senior year, Gusler worked in the
P.R.’s kitchen. The original owners, Bernie and Mickey Hanula,
loved to brag that they had the student body president making
pizza in the back.
Over the years, the P.R. continued to be a friendly place
to grab something to eat, but the quality of the food – and
the beer selection – were nothing to brag about. By 2005, the
restaurant had fallen on hard times. It was on the brink of closing or selling out until Gusler – at that point a regular customer – came reluctantly to the rescue. He didn’t want to buy it,
but he feared if he didn’t, it would become some corporate-run
mega sports bar, losing its soul in the process.
And so Gusler and a few minority partners bought the
business and transformed the kitchen and the bar (“The only
wine they sold before I took over was white zinfandel – we
let them keep that”), and kept the P.R., big heart and all, alive.
Now the place has the best Scotch selection in the state, is a
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Wine Spectator award winner, and arguably has the best burger in town. Heck, a recent Friday dinner special included this
dish: “pan-seared foie gras with melted leeks, cornbread, local
blackberries, and muscadine gastrique.” This is not your grandfather’s P.R.
And yet, it is.
On a recent Friday at lunch, the place was packed with
newspaper writers, real estate developers, high school students,
and retirees. Most of them are regulars, or at least, made to feel
like regulars. “I’d say about 85 percent of our business comes
from regulars, even some who’ve been coming to the P.R. since
1951,” Gusler says. When the P.R. hires a new waitress or general manager or chef, it’s the regulars who make each of them feel
welcome. “Of course they do,” Gusler said, “That’s because the
regulars feel like they own the place.”
Bob Hughes, perched at the bar with a PBR, is one. A regular since 1961, his affection for the place is uncomplicated: “I
like it,” he says. “Why do you go home?”

CLARA WILLIAMS JEWELRY

trunk show

This page: Libations are taken seriously at the Players Retreat.

Now the place has the best
Scotch selection in the state,
is a Wine Spectator award
winner, and arguably has
the best burger in town.

Extensive jewelry selection
perfect for the holidays,
birthdays, or “just because.”

DECEMBER 8, 10 AM –7 PM
DECEMBER 9, 10 AM –5 PM
SOUTHCHAPELHILL.COM
107 MEADOWMONT VILLAGE CIRCLE
CHAPEL HILL, NORTH CAROLINA
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in-laws

by KEVIN BARRETT

LET’S CUT TO THE CHASE, MOSTLY BECAUSE I couldn’t think of an
opening to this article. It’s Thanksgiving. I can’t help you with
the food. That’s for the men and women who don’t mind burning
themselves and cutting their fingers. My hands are too soft for
that. I’m a bartender: I can help you with drinks.
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If you’re not serving Beaujolais Nouveau – please don’t – then serve a light pinot noir, a well-rounded riesling, or a rosé,
you sophisticate. Neither the riesling nor
the rosé need be sweet. Sugar washes out
your palate, so ask your friendly wine
shop attendant for semi-sweet or dry options. There are plenty.
If you’re serving beer, well, somehow craft beer pairing has become more
complicated than wine pairing in the last
few years. I say skip all that, buy a case
of PBR in cans, and be done with it. Or
perhaps pick up a mild IPA to drink while
you watch football – but not one that lays
waste to your palate and has 12 percent
alcohol. Uncle Joe will be passed out by
halftime.
Now, if you’re interested in a cocktail
to serve along with the turkey and Aunt
Mildred’s green bean casserole, I think
you should consider a punch.
This year we’re going to keep it simple. Well, pretty simple. In last year’s issue of WALTER, some wannabe-mixologist
gave out an elaborate recipe with pureed sweet potatoes that were flambéed
or something crazy like that. Although
his writing was exceptional, the recipe
was too complicated for an already hectic event. Our drink this year is a classic
punch recipe that George Washington
himself once reportedly got snookered
on. It’s called Philadelphia Fish House
Punch. It’s potent and easy to make, but
there’s a catch. That comes a bit farther
down.
illustrations by AMY RICHARDS

PHILADELPHIA FISH HOUSE PUNCH
1 cup of sugar
3 ½ cups hot water (add more to taste)
1 ½ cups fresh lemon juice (6 to 8 lemons), strained
1 (750-ml) bottle Jamaican amber rum (I like Appleton)
12 ounces Cognac
2 ounces peach brandy
Lemon or orange slices, for garnish
Make sure the water is faucet-hot, mix in the sugar,
and stir until it’s dissolved. (No need to make that
sugar syrup on the stovetop, which Aunt Rosalie
has claimed for the day.) Next, mix in all the other ingredients, and chill for at least three hours.
Boom. Done.
Now here’s the overly complicated and underappreciated part that makes this punch perfect for
Thanksgiving: It is best served over a block of ice.
Freeze a block of ice in your freezer, put it in a
punch bowl, and serve. I’m not Martha Stewart, so
I’m not going to tell you exactly how to freeze a
block of ice. You should really be able to figure that
out on your own, but there are ways to complicate
it even more if you so choose. For instance, if you
want your ice crystal-clear, first bring the water to
a rolling boil and let it cool to room temperature
before freezing. And if you’ve gone that far, then
you might as well throw some sprigs of thyme or
rosemary in the water, along with some peach or
orange slices, because that’s how Martha would
have wanted it.

S ha d es , S hu t t ers & Bl i n ds
Dra p eri es & Val a n c e s
Wa llco v ering s & Flo o r c o v e r i n gs
Cu s to m B e ddi n g & Pi l l o ws
Fu rnitu re & Acc e s s o r i e s
K itchen & B a t h D e s i gn

Or just serve the punch over ice cubes from the
freezer.
Happy Thanksgiving.

The only decorating
source you’ll ever need!
5850 Fayetteville Rd., Suite 104
Durham, NC 27713
919-806-3638

sewfine2.com
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TALENT TEAMWORK

Above: Recent Duke University graduate Becky
Holmes is working on a raw dessert program called
Ello Raw and UNC graduate David LiCause is working
on a travel app called Broke Compass.

ROOM to think

A renovated Boylan Heights home nurtures
young entrepreneurs
by JESSIE AMMONS

photographs by JUSTIN COOK
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LIVE AND LEARN
Left: HQ Raleigh's ThinkHouse in the Boylan
Heights neighborhood.
Below: UNC graduate David LiCause and N.C. State
graduate Kyle Sheats hang
out in the living room.

IT CAN PAY OFF TO LIVE AT WORK. ESPECIALLY WHEN WORK IS EASY TO LIVE IN AND WORK IN,
with corkboard walls, a kitchen with chalkboard columns (sometimes the best ideas
come while cooking), and a sliding barn-door-style whiteboard.
This is ThinkHouse, a renovated Boylan Heights home where six hopeful entrepreneurs spend a year intensely focusing on their ventures. “If I’m going to live it and
breathe it, I might as well do it with other people who have the same mindset as I do,”
says Sophia Hyder, 32, who lived in the house from August 2014 until this past spring.
“You’re in it, and once you’re in it, you’re in it full-time, so why not immerse yourself?”
Total immersion is exactly what Jason Widen, one of the masterminds behind ThinkHouse, hopes to provide. Now a seasoned entrepreneur himself, he remembers his early days. “Anyone starting their own business
feels alone, like you’re on an island,” he says. “There’s a lot of insecurity that goes on in the early twenties. I remember wondering, ‘Am I qualified?’ ‘Do I
truly have the experience?’” Mentors, while
helpful, are often wrapped up in their own
daily grinds. Widen credits the camaraderie
with then-girlfriend and now-wife Heather
McDougall with keeping him going. At the
time, they were both working on start-ups.
“A lot of this is daunting,” Widen says, “so
having that peer-to-peer support and that
peer-to-peer interaction is crucial.”
When Widen and McDougall relocated to Raleigh – she runs an entrepreneurial study abroad program called Leadership
exCHANGE and he is the executive director
of HQ Raleigh – he saw a way to impact the
city’s burgeoning start-up culture by providing that integral formative camaraderie.
Together with HQ teammates Christopher
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Gergen, Jesse Lipson, and Brooks Bell, he developed a “living
and learning community for postgraduate entrepreneurs. In essence, it’s taking a gap year to live in a house with your peers; be
connected to a community like HQ Raleigh; be partnered with
mentors; and be given resources, tools, and a platform to help
you scale your business.”

Intentional living

Four months ago, in August, the third class of ThinkHouse
fellows moved in, prepared for a nine-month-long gapyear-meets-staycation. Among the group is Jared Childs, a
recent N.C. State grad who turned down a full-time digital
marketing job offer to focus on a men’s retail and craft beer
shop concept. He and business partner Grant Do were both
drawn to ThinkHouse by the opportunity to spend more
than nights and weekends developing their passion project. “The idea of living in a place where everyone is facing
the same challenges is pretty great,” Childs says. “You’re not
alone in here.”
Indeed, the notion of plugging into an intentional living
community overshadows the networking and professional development for most ThinkHouse residents and graduates. Hyder, at 32, was older than most of her housemates.
She moved in with both a graduate degree and years in the
workforce under her belt. And though she thought she was
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BREAK ROOM
past the “roommate phase”
Kyle Sheats and Jared Childs
of her life, these aren’t just in the kitchen at HQ Raleigh's
ThinkHouse.
any roommates. She was eager for their input.
Working on an ethical fashion label had left her at a loss
when it came time to find support in the Triangle business
community, so she’d sold her house and prepared to move back
home: “I thought California had everything I wanted in terms

of finding that.” Then she heard about ThinkHouse, and jumped
at the chance to have actual built-in support. “I was looking for
an entrepreneurial community, and I found it here,” she says. The
common denominator of working on a startup eliminated any
differences in age or professional experience.
For many of ThinkHouse’s young residents, living with
like-minded people – rather than networking in a more traditional sense – creates unscripted, fruitful moments. “If you
come home and you’re sitting there late at night trying to work
through something, having somebody else come up and really talk you through it or give you suggestions can propel you,
or save you potentially two more hours of time,” says program

“Being able to actually have
real conversations with
people in the same situation
was a game-changer.”

- Sean Maroni

co-director Liz Tracy. “It can give you that insight that you were
looking for.”

Real talk

Ultimately, the HQ team wants to replicate the ThinkHouse
concept in a few regional locations. In the meantime, they’ve developed a ThinkHouse-U model for college campuses, beginning
with UNC-Greensboro and Elon. The idea is to create a “pipeline of talent” for ThinkHouse, says Widen, and to get potential
entrepreneurs rooted in a supportive community as early as possible.
They believe ThinkHouse is an investment in Raleigh’s future, too, as most of the residents and graduates remain in touch
and stay local. They’ve become the youngest layer of the start-up
scene, in part because ThinkHouse helps break down some of the
psychological barriers to entry.
“Typically, in this culture, the entrepreneurial community
has a lot of facades,” says Sean Maroni, a 23-year-old ThinkHouse
graduate who lived in the house as a college student. “We’re always ‘crushing it,’ our metrics are ‘insane,’ we have a huge ‘revenue run rate;’ whatever it takes to convince people to give you
money or work for you. There’s this race that people get caught
up in. What I found was, being able to actually have real conversations with people in the same situation was a game-changer.
We’re trying to start a really ambitious thing, independent of the
industry you’re trying to get into. You can learn a lot.”
Maroni still lives in Boylan Heights and runs a company that
manufactures and runs BetaBox mobile prototyping labs. It’s stories like his that “make Raleigh so cool,” Childs says. The city is
cultivating its own distinct start-up culture, one that’s not quite
so caught up in the race, which is what’s convincing people like
Hyder to stay. “It’s a pay-it-forward mentality here.”

OUTDOORS

A

A peaceful paddle on Beaverdam Lake

AS MY PADDLE PARTED THE CLOUDS
reflected on the water's surface, I marveled – not for the first time that sunny
fall afternoon – at how still it was. My
husband and I were paddling our tandem canoe across Beaverdam Lake, a
less-known next-door neighbor of Falls
Lake that doesn’t allow the gas-powered
boats that crowd Falls on glorious days. It
wasn’t just the absence of wakes that contributed to the placid conditions: Thanks
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by SUZANNE M. WOOD
to a late-summer drought, the lake was
about three feet lower than it should
have been. The day was also warm, windless, and quiet, aside from the squawks of
great egrets and great blue herons, and
my own startled cry when a giant carp
broke through the surface just two feet
from the bow.
Nothing disturbed the serenity we
were enjoying until I announced, “I’m
thirsty,” and abruptly swiveled in my

seat to reach the cooler wedged behind
me, lost my balance, and tipped the canoe precariously, nearly jettisoning my
paddle. After 25 years of marriage, Scott
is used to my klutziness, but he looked
surprised. “Please don’t flip the boat,”
he muttered. Together we had braved
far harsher conditions on numerous,
far-flung canoe trips without so much
as a granola bar overboard, so to swamp
on a practically suburban lake on a pic-

photos courtesy Suzanne M. Wood

SPORTING

ture-perfect day would be undignified,
to say the least.
Once again I was grateful for our
30-year-old Mad River touring canoe.
At 17 feet and 65 pounds, it’s reasonably
stable, efficient, fast, and seaworthy. It’s
kept us high and dry on everything from
ponds to whitewater rivers to thunderstorm-whipped lakes and choppy coastal
waterways.
When we were first married, Scott
and I would think nothing of heading
out to a lake, pond, or river for a day or
just a couple of hours. Beaverdam was
one of our favorites, even after a poisonous caterpillar dropped from a branch in
a marshy cove and attacked Scott’s arm,
leaving him writhing in pain. Then work
pressures, the arrival of kids, and competing interests conspired to make those
outings farther and fewer between. This
trip marked the first time we had been to
Beaverdam in more than 15 years.
We were not disappointed. Although
it’s adjacent to Falls Lake – separated
from those 12,000 watery acres by a single spillway – Beaverdam seems a world
away. Its restrictions on gas-powered
watercraft discourage those who pursue
speed and exhilaration over exploration
and wildlife viewing. Its shallow marsh
on one end is choked with water lilies,
duckweed, and other aquatic flora, making it a paradise for waterfowl and the
binocular set.
And this is the perfect time of year
to enjoy it all, when the bugs are gone,
the weather is mild, and the fellow visitors few.
Years ago, we could cross the lake
and then plow through the marshy plants
into a chain of beaver ponds that dot the
creek that feeds the lake; on this visit,
due to low water, our journey ended at
the marsh. With the two of us paddling
from the Old Weaver Road put-in to the
marsh, it took us about an hour at a leisurely pace. We saw exactly five people
on the water: two sets of kayaking couples and one wetsuit-clad woman maneuvering a stand-up paddleboard about

40 feet from the shore just south of the
Old Weaver Road bridge.
We also skirted around a couple
of goose hunters who had constructed
a blind where Beaverdam creek feeds
into the lake. We weren’t surprised to
see these guys, although I hadn’t realized goose season
started so early in
the fall. While Beaverdam south of
Old Weaver Road
in Wake County
is part of the Falls
Lake State Recreation Area, the area
north of Old Weaver Road comprises
game-lands managed by the N.C.
Wildlife Resources
Commission. Paddlers and hunters
can co-exist as long
as everyone knows – and plays by – the
rules. While hunted species such as geese
and ducks are plentiful, so are many other species of birds, especially the egrets
and herons we spotted in the shallowest
areas of the lake.
Indeed, birdwatchers have just as
much to enjoy here as paddlers do. At
one point, what looked like a bald eagle swept overhead. It turned out to be
a Northern Harrier, otherwise known as
the marsh hawk. And if we had remembered to bring our binoculars, we might
have also been able to glimpse some of
the many songbirds who called from the
trees ringing the marsh.
While the lake was much as we remembered it, the recreation area surrounding it has been significantly developed since our last visit. The park
boasts dozens of picnic areas with grills
and shelters, two fishing piers, a couple of easy hiking trails, campsites, and
a beach adjacent to the boat launch. It
also features one of the few single-track
mountain bike trail networks in the state
parks system, 15 miles long. We were too

pressed for time on our recent visit to explore the recreation area, but we vow to
return in the spring with our trusty canoe, along with hiking boots, fishing rods,
camping gear and, if they deign to join us,
maybe even our three teenagers, too.

IF YOU GO
Beaverdam Lake and the surrounding
recreation area are considered part of
the Falls Lake State Recreation Area. The
entrance to the Beaverdam recreation
area is located at 14600 Creedmoor Road,
about three miles north of N.C. 98 and
about 40 miles northwest of downtown
Raleigh. The state charges an admission
fee; it was $6 per car when we went this
fall. The put-in we favored years ago,
just off Old Weaver Road near the Wake
County-Granville County line, is still “unimproved,” meaning there’s no ramp or
dock and you have to carry or drag your
boat from the gravel parking area to water’s edge. It can be found on the south
side of Old Weaver Road, on the east
side of the bridge. For paddlers or jon
boat owners who prefer a more civilized
access point, the official Beaverdam boat
ramp is located within the Beaverdam
recreation area.
For more information and a downloadable map,
visit ncparks.gov/falls-lake-state-recreation-area.
For hunting information and regulations, visit
ncwildlife.org/Hunting.aspx.
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Meredith Kittrell

R

Building a better world

RALEIGH
ARTIST
MEREDITH
Kittrell likes to roll up her sleeves,
create something new, and make
a difference. So in 2002, when she
learned about the annual Holiday Home Tour of Habitat for
Humanity of Wake County, she
volunteered to work on the tour.
Since then, she has organized and
chaired the event. She also served
for seven years on Habitat’s board
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by TODD COHEN
of directors and now serves on its advisory board.
Four years ago, she helped organize
Women Build, a Wake Habitat effort
modeled on a national Habitat initiative that brings women together to raise
funds and build homes. The group has
since built eight homes for local families. This year – Wake Habitat’s 30th
anniversary – Women Build is building
two Habitat homes. Women are raising
all the money for the project and have
been volunteering Thursdays, Fridays,

and Saturdays since September to build
the homes, which should be complete in
December.
“I like the hands-on work, the physical nailing of the roof or the foundation-building,” says Kittrell, a painter
who will be 57 November 13 and is a
co-owner of Roundabout Art Collective,
a gallery on Oberlin Road. “I’ve learned
to put up vinyl siding and windows.
Oftentimes, you’re standing and nailing right beside the homeowner you’re
actually building the house for. That’s a
photographs by JILLIAN CLARK

different kind of giving, you learn. It’s
personal giving.”
Born and raised in Wilmington, Del.,
Kittrell majored in art history and psychology at Hollins College (now Hollins
University), worked as a travel agent,
started her own home-organizing business, and has worked for many years
as an artist. She is married to Gilliam
Kittrell, co-owner of Hodge & Kittrell
Sotheby’s International Realty. They
have two sons. Bennett, 26, is a utility
forester in Charlotte for Utilifor, and
Robert, 23, is a fisheries biologist at the
Armstrong State Fish Hatchery near
Spruce Pine.
TC: How did Women Build get started?
MK: It was another way to get women involved with Habitat in leadership
roles, and to learn new skills and get out

of their comfort zone.
In October, Women Build held its inaugural
“She Nailed It! Build Day” to raise money
and get women involved in building homes.
What was its genesis?
There’s a community of givers out there
and we just have to figure out a way of
tapping into that charitable world. It was
a one-day collective giving day. We came
together as women.
What draws you to Habitat?
When we’re building a house, it helps
the homeowner and the community and
the individual person, because they get
hands-on physical experience helping
someone get a roof over their head. The
motto of Habitat is, “It’s not a handout,
it’s a hand up.” In my charitable work,
I like action. That is what Habitat is all
about.

Who were your parents?
My mother was Pat Wood. She was an interior decorator. My father was Bernard
Felch. He was a professor of art and an
artist. He was the original Renaissance
man. He worked in all media: He was a
painter – watercolor, oils; he carved marble; he made pottery; he played music.
That’s where I got my artistic leanings.
What did you learn from them?
I was youngest of three girls. My dad did
not like the words, “I can’t.” That probably is why I like Habitat. Oftentimes
people will say, “I can’t hammer; I can’t
build.” Where did we learn we can’t do
things? From my mom, I learned organization and joie de vivre.
What did you want to be when you grew up?
I always envisioned something in the
creative realm. I think that comes from
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Fabrics, Trims, Furniture, Bedding, Window Treatments,
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designers to help make decorating your home easy.
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learning at an early age that the world around you is very
interesting and you need to find out all about it.
What do you like about volunteer work?
As we age, we realize that energy and time are precious.
And they’re limited entities. We need to focus on what is
really important to us.
Have you contributed your skills as a painter to Habitat?
I help paint interiors. I might be better at painting on
canvas than on walls, because I don’t stay in the lines. I’m
an artist; we don’t like to stay in the lines.
Who are your heroes?
People who get out there and get their hands dirty and
make a difference.
Who do you admire in Raleigh?
I’ve lived in Raleigh since
Since I moved here, the
Walk 1980.
for Hope
charitable world in Raleigh has grown exponentially. I
just love that. There are so many people working towards
a better community. It makes you feel much better about
the place you live.
SHOP
DINE
EXPLORE

What inspires you?
All of God’s creation is inspiration, as long as we keep
our eyes open to it.

Cooper-Payne Tree Farms
& Landscaping Services
What does philanthropy mean to you?
Opening your heart, mind, soul,
and hands to people who have
less.

Specialists in Providing Mature
Plant Screening Solutions

What do you do for fun?
Fun is every day, right there in
front of you. I love friends and
walking and painting. I like being
around people.
What are you reading?
All the Light We Cannot See, a
novel by Anthony Doerr about
a blind girl in World War II and
how she navigates in Paris without seeing it. It’s fascinating because I’m a visual person.
Where do you like to go for vacations?
A lot of times our vacations revolve around the outdoors and
fishing. My husband makes fly
rods, and my son, Robert, ties
flies.
What is your philosophy of life?
Enjoy what’s there before you, in the moment you’re in.

15 foot ‘Bracken’s Brown Beauty’
Before
Southern
Magnolia

16 foot EmilyAfter
Bruner Holly Screen

Cooper-Payne Tree Farms and Landscapes specializes in creating
private garden retreats with installations of mature trees, shrubs and
cold-hardy palms bringing year-round bloom, fragrance and interest
to the landscape. Whether your needs are adding privacy screening,
shade or color to your garden, consider us to provide the solution.

A Private Backyard Retreat

Hillsborough, NC

Call (919) 801-0211

cooper-paynetreefarms.com
Beautifying Fine Triangle Properties
Since 2002
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Coming

B

The author (at top left) with her three older siblings
(clockwise from top right) Rankin McGugin,
Henriette Williams-Alexander, and Judson Williams.

HOME

by HAMPTON WILLIAMS HOFER

BARELY EIGHTEEN AND WAY OVER-PACKED,
I left Raleigh in late August of 2005,
bound for Charlottesville. I knew exactly four people in the state of Virginia,
which is the way it should be. According
to the quote on the back of my graduation t-shirt, taking a less traveled road
would make all the difference. My parents, eager for me to confront a larger
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reality outside of North Carolina, had
gently insisted I pick a school in another
state. For a decade I stayed away, acquiring – apart from a plethora of license
plates – a Swiss husband met in Tennessee, a son born in Florida, and a degree
earned in Paris. Now, nearly ten years to
the day since I left, I’ve chosen to make
Raleigh my home again, because it turns

out Robert Frost and my parents were
right. It’s good to get out, but no one
ever meant that you couldn’t come back.
On the morning I left for college, I
noticed with little sentiment the newly
erected bones of a structure that would
soon be a hotel just beyond the neighborhood where I had lived my entire
life. Who would need to stay in a hotel
in North Hills? I wasn’t sure. We took
the most scenic and direct route to
Charlottesville on 15 North, a highway
that snakes through small towns where
eerie, deserted factories cast shadows
over the little communities they once
sustained. I had spent those final summer nights with my friends on the hill
at Walnut Creek, swaying to country
songs whose lyrics mentioned towns
like these. This, it seemed to me then,
was what a hometown was supposed to

be: a place you leave, a place frozen in
time.
Predictably, my four years in Virginia came to be defined by a certain
self-discovery that I think can only
happen away from the familiar. In hustling from an invigorating lecture about
Faulkner’s mastery of narrative down
to the bowels of the Kappa house in the
throes of rush, I learned plenty – most
of all to challenge what I thought I understood about people and about the
world. I learned that nothing will provoke nostalgia for home quite like sipping cheap champagne to the opening
chords of Wagon Wheel or spending an
afternoon picking lice from the hair of
Brazilian orphans. And, to my great surprise, when holidays brought me back
to that neighborhood beyond a now
looming and bustling Renaissance ho-
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tel, I found a city as changed as I was.
Raleigh, too, seemed to be emerging
from a bout of self-discovery.
The greenway was longer, the distance between coffee shops much
shorter. Raleigh had a massive new
convention center, a stunning airport
makeover, a Stanley Cup. Things were
happening. It was forward movement,
even the changes that stung. The high
dive at the Raleigh Racquet Club pool
– the conquering of which was a pinnacle of childhood pride – had been so
tall that the stairs to the top required
a landing. It was gone now. Something
about liability. Dogs now had to have
leashes everywhere. Something else
about liability. My beloved Aldert Root
playground now boasted sleek and futuristic play equipment. Something
about sparking creativity in youths.

REFLECTIONS
By the time I finished college,
Forbes.com had named Raleigh the single best city for jobs in America. Were
they sure? I still couldn’t disabuse myself
of the notion that I should be yearning
for someplace different, couldn’t shake
the images of my childhood classroom
walls plastered with colorful reminders
about worlds and oysters. So I looked

named for the cities that had been other
contenders for the title of capital. In
my mind, it was just a place I went for
church and Krispy Kreme. But even by
that point, it had already become much
more.
Graduate school led me to Paris,
that dirty and beautiful mecca of art
and food and light. I wanted to taste it

professor at N.C. State. We were on the
map.
Then my husband’s job took us
to Tallahassee, Fla., with its flat, hot
expanses of pavement and its postcardlike live oak trees dripping in Spanish
moss, and we were open to the idea
of making it a permanent home. The
beach was close, the people were laid-

By the time I finished college, Forbes.com had named Raleigh the
single best city for jobs in America.Were they sure?
elsewhere, taking my first job in Nashville, Tenn. I met my husband there, and
Music City was rockin’, its lower Broadway district lined with rowdy honkytonks and tourists, their professional
football stadium keeping watch over
it all. I thought about Raleigh’s downtown, a neatly planned grid, its streets

all, marveling at the miracle of treading
down the same narrow streets as Voltaire and Flaubert. “I’m from Raleigh,”
I would tell people when they asked.
No, not Raleigh-Durham – that’s the
airport. Just Raleigh. People knew of it:
their cousin worked in Research Triangle Park, or their childhood friend was a

back and kind. Our son was born there,
and – as often happens in the wake of
a baby’s arrival – I became particularly
reflective about my own childhood, at
once overwhelmed with gratitude and
adamant that my son have a chance to
test out new training wheels on the path
at the art museum, to walk to the local

pharmacy on middle school afternoons.
I had come to realize that Wake County
schools were not the American publicschool rule, but rather an excellent
exception. I had been so lucky.
My husband and I were recently
driving down Glenwood on our way
to visit my grandmother at Mayview,
our car bobbing over the bumps in the
right lane around Five Points. “This is
how I used to get to school,” I told him,
remembering the Daytona-like dash
to first period. “You drove yourself to
high school?” he wanted to know. Born
an ocean away, he was raised amid the
trams and chocolate, the languages and
turquoise lakes beneath alpine views of
Switzerland. For him, the high school
commute included a quick bus ride, a
longer train ride, and a brief spell on a
city streetcar. The Swiss can’t get driver’s
licenses until they are eighteen, after

they’ve already been legally drinking alcohol for years. “Yep,” I said, sitting up
a little taller, “I drove myself to school.”
This place would be very different for
him, I realized, in more ways than the
obvious.
My international husband has,
as much as any other place I’ve lived,
shown me my hometown through a different lens. He looks at Raleigh and sees
a city as promising and as thoughtfully
progressing as any other in this country.
Raleigh, the rough geographic center of
all the places I had come to call home,
has a touch of everything, a mosaic of
culture rooted in the brimming world of
academia that surrounds it. Nashville is
too far from the ocean, Tallahassee too
far from the mountains. Charlottesville
is too little, Paris too big. Goldilocks
would pick Raleigh. And, to the shock of
my teenage self, so would I.

They say you leave something of
yourself everywhere you go, and I think
that’s true. I’m happy to know there are
parts of me on a tennis court in Virginia, in a winding wooden staircase in Paris. And while I’m not finished spreading
the pieces, I’m humbled to know that the
biggest piece – the most important one
– is in a new house in an old neighborhood beyond a hotel that, just yesterday,
was a grid of steel beams whose purpose
evaded me. Here, my son will grow to
find a city that challenges him. He may
never climb the stairs to the Raleigh
Racquet Club high dive, his wet hands
clinging to the rail, his pulse echoing
in his ears. But I look with pride at the
city around me, trusting he’ll find new
wonders to conquer, and one day I will
encourage him to leave, knowing just
maybe he’ll find his way back.

Effortless Elegance

Creating beautiful rooms
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Custom Interior Design Services Available
West Raleigh 5425 Hillsborough Street 919-851-0680
North Raleigh 5640 Capital Boulevard 919-954-0025
Monday through Friday 10-6 • Saturday 10-5:30 • Closed Sunday

REFLECTIONS

RACE
with a PURPOSE

I

A high school junior recounts his epic journey
by BRETT HAENSEL

I WOKE UP AT 4 A.M. ON AUGUST 27 MORE EXCITED
than nervous: Unlike my 11 teammates, this was
not my first rodeo. This was my second year
participating in the 198-mile Hood to Coast
Relay Race in Portland, Ore., and despite the
early wake-up, I was energized. I knew what
lay ahead of me. For my entire team, a group of
Ravenscroft juniors and seniors called Ravens
in the Hood, the race was the culmination of
an entire summer of training and fundraising.
Countless miles had been run and countless
letters written, and it was finally time for all of
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that hard work to pay off in a nearly 200-mile
run from the top of Mt. Hood (11,000 miles
above sea level) to the coast at Seaside, Ore.
Anticipation aside, the most significant part
of the Hood to Coast Relay, to me, was the fundraising. My own family has been affected by
cancer, so I know that the $42,103 my team had
already raised for the American Cancer Society with our run meant far more in the grand
scheme of things than a group of high school
kids going to Oregon and running 15 to 20
miles each.

courtesy Brett Haensel

RAVENS IN THE HOOD
From left to right: Sidney Vinson, Bradley
Conley, Clare Zaytoun, Caroline Christman
(in black jacket), Bailey McNeil (in teal
jacket), Pearce Sanders (behind Bailey),
Johnny Isley (in front), Grace Schmalz,
Ben Kasierski, Brett Haensel (in blue
jacket), Anna Collawn, and Jaxson Stocks.

After a day full of plane rides, we finally arrived in Portland and ate at Shari’s
Cafe and Pies, as we had the previous
year. Of the more than 1,000 teams that
participated, we represented the only
high school team in the country to have
completed this endurance race. To take
our minds off of the daunting journey,
we visited Multnomah Falls and jumped
into the Hood River as a team. My dad,
who helped make our trip possible, encouraged us to get a good night’s sleep
in preparation for the enormous day to
come.
The next day, we were up at 7 a.m. to
decorate the two vans where we’d spend
much of the next 27 hours, and split up
into groups of six according to the leg
each team member would run. Then,
both vans headed up to the top of Mount
Hood. Our 11:30 a.m. start time loomed.
The atmosphere at the top of the
mountain is an experience unlike any
other. Like the year before, there was
an abundance of nervous energy among
all of the teams. The realization that 198
miles of running laid ahead of us began
to set in. As the youngest team in the entire race, we had by far the most energy,
bouncing up and down and yelling like
the teenagers we are. We counted down
the final 10 seconds, and then our Leg
One runner, Caroline Christman, was off
down the mountain.
Every runner excelled, and we beat
our expected time by over an hour; however, it did not come without hardship.
We met 40 MPH winds and heavy rain
along the way, but it was not enough to
deter us from getting to Seaside. Van
two arrived at the beach at 2:31 p.m. –
27 hours, 1 minute, and 30 seconds after
we started at the top of Mount Hood.
Though everyone was sore and exhausted, we had successfully completed the experience and challenge of a lifetime.
Since 2010, a group of Ravenscroft juniors
and seniors has trained to run the Hood
to Coast relay race. Collectively, the teams
have raised almost $300,000 for the American
Cancer Society. Each year, the team captain
role is passed down; 17-year-old junior Brett
Haensel co-captained this year’s team. A cross
country and track runner, he ran 50 miles per
week throughout the summer to prepare for
the race.
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Ceramic, Porcelain, Natural Stone, Glass, Metal & Decorative Tiles

Design Consultants on Staff

Triangle Tile & Stone of NC, LLC
901 Trinity Road, Raleigh | 919-859-5860 | triangletile.com

TREE LIGHTING

SATURDAY
NOV 21

4-6PM

4-4 :15 - R ALEIGH BOYCHOIR
4 :15-5PM - THE LEGACY BAND
5-5 :15PM - UNC WALK-ONS
5 :15-6PM - THE LEGACY BAND

6PM

ON MAIN ST AT
NORTH HILLS

SANTA LIGHTS THE TREE

6:15-8PM

PARTNERS

VISITS WITH SANTA

4-8PM

FACE PAINTING
BALLOON T YING
TR ACKLESS TR AIN RIDES
CHILDREN’S CR AF TS
SLEDDING SLOPES
VENDOR VILL AGE
BOUNCE HOUSE

919-881-1146
Six Forks Road & I-440

R aleigh’s Midtown
NorthHillsEvents.com

Discover North Hills

Over 135 Places to Shop, Dine, & Entertain
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Discover where the locals are at VisitNorthHills.com

R aleigh’s Midtown
@VisitNorthHills
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From high-end boutiques to the Triangle’s best restaurants,
North Hills is a world of local bliss for your every desire. Find the
perfect home decor, indulge in a spa treatment, or join a stateof-the-art gym. Invite guests to stay a while at Raleigh’s premier
hotels and enjoy the bounty of entertainment including concerts,
a 14-screen cinema, bowling, and the new Midtown Park!

DURHAM
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IL L R

Your Favorite Br ands & More at
R aleigh’s Top Spot for Shopping,
Dining, Relaxing & Events

1

40


Nancy McClure, Kate Phillips,
Lacy McClure, Anne Conner,
Sharon Tharrington

Mary Ammons, Bob Hofstadter, Kathleen
Hofstadter, Jeff McClure

Cynthia Smith, Matthew Smith, Jeff McClure, Nancy McClure

CAPITAL CITY BIKEFEST
Capital City Bikefest, the second
annual Ray Price Motorsports Expo,
met at the Raleigh Convention Center September 26 to showcase the
world of motorcycling. It attracted
custom bike builders from across the
country. The competition was judged
by the International Master Bike
Builders Association to recognize
craftsmanship in motorcycle restoration and customization. The Expo
also featured indoor stunt shows
and a 1940s pinup fashion show.

Ashley Long of Ray Price, Inc., Jeremy Fogleman, Ray Price, Chris Eder and
Kelly Hedgepeth of Misfit Industries, Kelly’s daughter Hannah, and Kris
Weiss of Ray Price, Inc.
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First Place “Invited Builders Custom Class”
of the Ray Price Motorsports Expo, Wade
Beavers of Rufus Wade Builders



Mayor Nancy McFarlane, Ray Price

ArtSource Gallery

“People’s Choice Award,” Rankin Creek
Customs “bagger” motorcycle

Ray Price, Inc. (BIKE), Lacy McClure (GREY)

Tom Rollins, Charlie Mercer, Charlotte Rollins, Lacy McClure,
Matthew Rollins, Ann Rollins



NO SHADES OF GREY:
FEATURING ANN WATCHER,
GINNY CHENET, AND
KAREN SCOTT
150 guests gathered at ArtSource Fine
Art and Framing in North Hills September 10 for the opening of the exhibition
No Shades of Grey. The show features
the work of Karen Scott of Raleigh,
Ginny Chenet of Chapel Hill, and Ann
Watcher of Charlotte, all of whom are
known for their use of color in their
paintings. Attendees viewed the art
while enjoying cocktails and appetizers.

Gracie Johnson-Lopez, Debbie Aiken, Gayle
Tzemach Lemmon, Ella Frantz, DJ Mitsch,
Elaine Bolle

The Triangle’s destination
for cooks, foodies, chefs,
and gadget lovers!
15,000+ Tools
for Cooking & Entertaining



Gracie Johnson-Lopez

Ashley Thomas,Beth Briggs

Gayle Tzemach Lemmon, Beth Briggs

DRESS FOR SUCCESS
TRIANGLE AUTHOR
LUNCHEON
On September 9, Dress for Success
Triangle hosted New York Times
best-selling author Gayle Tzemach
Lemmon for a luncheon honoring
women veterans. Lemmon read
from her book, Ashley’s War, about
a team of women soldiers on the
Special Ops battlefield. Female
members of N.C. State’s ROTC program presented the colors before
130 guests sat down for lunch and
a book discussion.

Cooking Classes
Eat. Learn. Discover. Get Inspired!
• 30 Cooking Classes & Private Parties Each Month
• 25 Talented Instructors

Independently
Operated
We are a local, family owned,
independent business staffed
by a diverse group of culinary
experts who really have a
passion for cooking!

Keith Lawton

Owners, Dan & Diana Saklad

Visit us in Cary at the beautiful
Waverly Place Shopping Center (upper level)
316 Colonades Way, Cary, NC.
Debbie Aiken, Donna Rhode, Lester Levine

Just minutes from Raleigh and less than a mile
from the interchange of US 1 and US 64.
Mon. - Sat. 10 - 6 • Sun. 12 - 5

www.whiskcarolina.com • 919.322.2458

Van Eure, Zak Williams, Steve Thanhauser



Ben Cash, Henk Schuitemaker,
Terry Narby, Taylor Cash

Liz Skvarla, Shelley Eure Belk, Sarah Cope, Blair Wall Smallman,
Heidi Cowley, Blair Brooks

Don’t miss our FALL SALE,
Oct. 30 to Nov. 8, 30% OFF!

WHITEHALL ANTIQUES
“The Best Antiques Shop in the Mid-Atlantic” in the heart of
Chapel Hill, providing period antiques with Integrity, Service & Value.

1213 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill
919.942.3179 whitehallantiques.com
Monday to Saturday 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Tammy Wingo Photography

EVENING OF HOPE
The Foundation of Hope, which
raises funds for the research
and treatment of mental illness, held its annual dinner,
Evening of Hope, September
24 at The Pavilion at the Angus
Barn. A five-course dinner was
prepared by Angus Barn Executive Chef and Iron Chef America
winner Walter Royal, and wine
pairings were selected by Angus
Barn sommelier Henk Schuitemaker. There was a live and a
silent auction and the keynote
address was delivered by Zak
Jodi Pharr, Jill Marlowe ,Stewart Marlowe, Zak Williams,
Williams, son of the late actor
Jeana Powell
Robin Williams.

Rex Bost, Brenda Bost

Dr. Kamran Hamid

THIRD ANNUAL
PAREKH FAMILY FOUNDATION
GALA
The Parekh Family Foundation hosted its
annual gala September 11 at One Eleven
Place in Cary. More than 275 patrons
came out to support the foundation with
dancing, dinner, a silent auction, and
comedy performances by Anish Shah and
Kamran S. Hamid, M.D. Proceeds from
the evening went to support the foundation’s mission to provide foot and ankle
surgeries and rehabilitation to people in
Third World countries.

I The Photographer

Co-founders
Dr. Selene Parekh,
Zankhna Parekh

Anish Shah, Sudarshan Surana

Dr. Charles Eisenbeis, Robin Eisenbeis,
Oliver Eisenbeis

Walk along the pristine, spacious beach.
Treat friends to a fresh seafood dinner.
Relax in the splendor of sunset on the harbor.
Just another day on the island.

VisitWrightsvilleBeach.com

800-650-8921

Rethink your
bucket list.

Reconnect with
the ones you love

Corolla • Carova • The Mainland

Call 877-287-7488
for your free visitor’s guide.

www.VisitCurrituck.com

S AV E T H E DAT E

Colby Treat, Naomi Bauer, Courtney Schenberger, Laura Pollin



on the majestic shores
of the Currituck Outer
Banks, North Carolina.
It’s not too late to
escape to a place where
wild horses roam
remote beaches, and
find out why Fodor’s
named Currituck’s
Corolla one of the
“Best Family Beaches
on the East Coast.”

Allison Conley, Mark Conley, Cameron Robbins
CAROLINA BALLET’S
COSMIC COCKTAILS
Carolina Ballet kicked off its 18th
season with cocktails, appetizers,
and music September 16 at the
Merrimon-Wynne house. Carolina
Ballet dancers mixed with guests
while Parlor Dry Bar gave attendees
their very own ballerina buns. Work
by local sculptor Guy Solie was on
display throughout the venue to
highlight the company’s production
of The Planets, in which Solie’s work
was featured.

Lauren Crawford, Jennifer Irey

Engraving Event
Friday, December 11th 1 pm to 5 pm
Saturday, December 12th 10 am to 5 pm
Amanda Gerhardt, Tayla Krumholz, Alyssa Pilger, Stefanie Kahn,
Bilal Smith, Jacqueline Schiller

Cindy McEnery

Enjoy complimentary engraving on your one-of-a-kind Simon Pearce selections.
Monogram a hand-blown piece to create the perfect gift for anyone on your list!

PRE-SALES AVAILABLE AND HIGHLY ENCOURAGED FOR THIS EVENT.
NORTH HILLS • 4209 LASSITER MILL RD • RALEIGH, NC • (919) 785-0787
WWW.SHOPQUINTESSENTIALS.COM

Manuel Barriga, Drew Grant, Bilal Smith



JOHNSON MASERATI OF
CARY’S
AN EVENING IN ITALY
Johnson Maserati of Cary
unveiled its newly-renovated showroom with a
luxurious, Italian-inspired
cocktail reception October
8. Guests enjoyed hors
d’oeuvres and champagne
while getting the chance
to view the Maseratis on
display and explore the new
showroom.

Stacy Wells, Katelyn Paul

SUBMISSIONS
FOR

THE WHIRL

Joni Falvey, Katelyn Paul

Kem Johnson

To submit your party for
consideration, please
complete the form at
waltermagazine.com/submitphotos.

Marla Hamilton,
Gabby Angelini

Clay Aiken

Braden Gandee

Madeline Seltman, Christy Thompson, Maureen
Bowman

Diane Bubel, David Bartage, Clay Aiken
CIRCLE OF HEROES
CHAMPIONS GALA
The National Inclusion Project
hosted its annual Circle of Heroes Champions Gala September 26 at Raleigh Marriott City
Center. The evening included
a silent auction, an address by
speaker Justin LeBlanc from
Project Runway, and a performance by The National Inclusion
Project co-founder, Clay Aiken.
The event honored champions
who are increasing awareness of
the need to include the disabled
in everyday life.

Perfect Day Images

Kitty Felton, John Felton, Mitzi Gill

Join us for an

Admissions
Event
and discover why...
Pre-K and Kindergarten Group Tours
Wednesday, November 4
Wednesday, December 2

Lower School (1-4) Group Tours
Wednesday, October 28

Middle & Upper School (5-12) Group Tours
Wednesday, October 21
Wednesday, November 18

All Grade Levels (PK-12) Group Tours
Wednesday, January 20
Wednesday, February 10
Wednesday, March 16
Wednesday, April 6

All tours begin at 9:30 AM

www.sdsw.org • 919-782-3331
St. David’s is an independent school in the Episcopal school tradition
that prepares young men and women for college and life by challenging
them to excel in the vital areas of faith, virtue, and knowledge.

WHY
ST. DAVID’S?

thanks
and
giving
decoraleigh.com

Corner of Hargett & Salisbury Streets
Open 7 days a week

RALEIGH’S

COMING

NEXT MONTH

At the table

A perfect picnic

Lauren Kennedy
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Raleigh on the town
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Sitting down with
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JUNE/JULY 2013

SUMMER ISSUE
$4.95

AUGUST 2014

Ashley Christensen
The taste of summer
RALEIGH-MADE

Inside every kid is a life waiting to be lived. We’re here to see it’s a healthy one.

Some kids go through childhood unscathed. Others face illness. Injury. Surgery. From the common to the complex, we’re
here. With the only children’s hospital in Wake County. The most advanced technology. Specialists, nurses and therapists
who specialize in kids. A scope of services that’s second to none. A patient-family experience that’s one of a kind. And when
we say we’re here, we mean right here. Where you live. Which, when it comes to your kids, is something no one else can say.

ICE CREAMS

Exceptional people. Exceptional care. For every kid.
Learn more at kids.wakemed.org.

Raleigh’s

Luxury industry
A guide to warm

Winter fashion
North Carolina

Films to love

A SECRET

GA DEN
blooms in Raleigh

AUGUST 2014

waltermagazine.com

LOVE

waltermagazine.com
$4.95

?

Subscribe to WALTER and
become an Insider!
For $24.99 you receive:
• 10-month subscription to WALTER

• Walter Insider’s exclusive early access to WALTER events
• Walter Insider’s automatic entry into monthly drawings to win tickets
to concerts, sporting events, theater & symphony tickets
• Walter Insider’s automatic entry into monthly drawings
to attend lunch with Walter editorial staﬀ
• Monthly E-newsletter
It’s easy! Go to

http://www.waltermagazine.com/subscribe/

Top row: Garlic, beans, turnip; Middle row: Pumpkin, Indian corn, onion; Bottom row: Squash, chestnuts, sweet potato.
Read more: smithsonianmag.com/history/what-was-on-the-menu-at-the-first-thanksgiving.com

seen in RALEIGH

THANKSGIVING STILL LIFE
Contrary to popular lore, turkey was not the hallmark of the harvest meal shared by the Pilgrims and Wampanoag at Plymouth Colony in 1621.
Rather, wildfowl, deer, eel, and shellfish were the likely proteins. Native crops including pumpkins, turnips, garlic, onion, and several types of
squash rounded out the meal. Those staples – along with flint (Indian) corn, chestnuts, walnuts, and beechnuts foraged from the forest –
provided a varied diet to the Native Americans who shared planting knowledge with Europeans. Photographer Miller Taylor helped highlight what
may have appeared at the 17th-century feast (excluding the sweet potato – bottom row, far right – which would have appeared a few years later).
photographs by MILLER TAYLOR
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